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Abstract

For a non-archimedean local field F and a connected reductive group G over
F equipped with a parabolic subgroup P , we show that the dualizing complex
on BunP , the moduli stack of P -bundles on the Fargues–Fontaine curve, can be
described explicitly in terms of the modulus character of P . As applications, we
identify various characters appearing in the theory of local and global Shimura
varieties, show the Harris–Viehmann conjecture in the Hodge–Newton reducible
case, and carry out some computations of the geometric Eisenstein functors for
general parabolics.
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1 Introduction

Let G/F be a connected reductive group over a non-archimedean field F . We let BunG

denote the v-stack parameterizing G-bundles on the relative Fargues–Fontaine curve XS,
for S ∈ Perfk. It is known [FS21, Theorem IV.1.19] that this defines an ℓ-cohomologically
smooth Artin v-stack of pure ℓ-dimension 0. Concretely, this translates into the fact
that, étale locally on BunG, the dualizing complex KBunG ∈ D(BunG) is isomorphic to
the constant sheaf Λ. On the other hand, BunG admits a locally closed stratification
into Harder–Narasimhan (abbv. HN) strata ib : Bunb

G ↪→ BunG, indexed by elements
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b ∈ B(G) in the Kottwitz set of G. These HN-strata are isomorphic [∗/G̃b], where

G̃b is a group diamond admitting a surjection G̃b → Gb(F ) with kernel given by an

ℓ-adically contractible unipotent part denoted G̃>0
b . Pulling back along the induced map

[∗/G̃b] → [∗/Gb(F )] induces an isomorphism D(Bunb
G)
∼= D([∗/Gb(F )]), and the RHS

is in turn isomorphic to the unbounded derived category of smooth Λ-representations
of Gb(F ) [FS21, Theorem V.0.1 (ii)-(iii)]. It follows that one has a semi-orthogonal
decomposition of any object F ∈ D(BunG) into complexes of Gb(F )-representations, for
varying b ∈ B(G).

It is a natural question to wonder what the Gb(F )-representations corresponding to
the dualizing complex KBunG under the semi-orthogonal decomposition are. In partic-
ular, any sheaf on the classifying stack D([∗/Gb(F )]) corresponding to a character of
Gb(F ) will be étale constant, but not constant on the nose. Our first result is as follows.

Proposition 1.1 (Proposition 3.18). For G/F any connected reductive group, we have
an isomorphism

KBunG
∼= Λ

of objects in D(BunG).

Remark 1.2. This is claimed without proof in [FS21, V.5].

The idea for proving this is to note that, on the semistable locus Bunss
G, we have a

decomposition

Bunss
G
∼=

⊔
b∈B(G)basic

[∗/Gb(F )],

and the dualizing complex on such classifying stacks [∗/Gb(F )] is given by a module of
Haar measures on Gb(F ), which is trivial as a Gb(F )-representation since Gb is unimod-
ular. We can then extend to all of BunG using the following result, which is interesting
in its own right.

Proposition 1.3 (Proposition 3.16). For G/F a connected reductive group, we have a
well-defined equivalence of categories

L̃oc(Bunss
G)

∼=−→ Loc(BunG)

A 7→ R0jG∗(A),

where Loc(X) ⊂ D(X) denotes the category of local systems on X with respect to the étale

topology, L̃oc(Bunss
G) ⊂ Loc(Bunss

G) denotes the subcategory of étale local systems which
admit a trivialization induced from an étale covering of BunG, and jG : Bunss

G ↪→ BunG

is the natural open immersion.

Remark 1.4. A proof of this result and the previous result through a less explicit, but
more direct method will appear in upcoming work of Wild [Wil24].

Remark 1.5. The restriction to the subcategory L̃oc(Bunss
G) implies that R0j∗(A) is

also an étale local system so that the map is well-defined. In general, the inclusion
L̃oc(Bunss

G) ⊂ Loc(Bunss
G) is strict. For example, consider a finite-dimensional smooth ir-

reducible representation ρ of the division algebra D∗
1
n

. This defines a sheaf on a connected

component of Bunss
GLn

. If ρ is not 1-dimensional so that its semi-simplified Harris-Taylor
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parameter (= Fargues-Scholze parameter) is supercuspidal (i.e does not factor through a
proper Levi) then it follows that its ∗-pushforward to all of BunG is the same as its !-
pushforward (See the proof of [BMHN22, Lemma 2.6]). Therefore, we see that R0jG∗(A)
is not a local system if A ∈ D(BunG) has such ρ as a constituent.

The proof we give of Proposition 1.3 is in fact related to the computation of the
dualizing object on certain ℓ-cohomologically smooth charts πb :Mb → BunG, as studied
in [FS21, Section V.3]. These can be viewed as subspaces of the moduli stack of P -
bundles, where P is a parabolic. In particular, consider such a parabolic P with Levi
factor L and the natural diagram

BunP BunG

BunL,

qP

pP

where BunP parameterizes P -bundles on XS. The v-stack BunP is an ℓ-cohomologically
smooth Artin v-stack, and the map qP induces an isomorphism on the set of connected
components. Moreover, each connected component is pure of some fixed ℓ-dimension
(Proposition 3.5, Corollary 3.6). We write dim(−) : |BunP | → Z for this locally constant
function. It is natural to ask for an explicit description of the dualizing complex of BunP .
As in the case of BunG, it is helpful to first look at the classifying stack [∗/P (F )], which
will define an open subspace of BunP corresponding to the trivial P -structure. As above,
the dualizing complex on this classifying stack will be identified with the module of Haar
measures, which is isomorphic to the modulus character δP as a P (F )-representation,
by definition.

One can wonder whether this relationship between the dualizing complex on BunP

and the modulus character holds over the entire space. To formulate this, we consider
the abelianization Lab of L, and write

qL : BunL → BunLab

for the natural map. Since Lab is commutative, we have an isomorphism

BunLab
∼=

⊔
θ∈B(Lab)

[∗/Lab(F )].

We write ∆P for the sheaf on BunL obtained by pulling back along qL the sheaf on BunLab

whose value is given by δP on each connected component, where δP : L
ab(F ) → Λ∗ is a

factorization of δP (cf. §3). Our main theorem is as follows.

Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 3.19). For G/F any connected reductive group, with parabolic
P and Levi L, we have an isomorphism

KBunP
∼= q∗P (∆P )[2 dim(BunP )]

of objects in D(BunP ).

In other words, the dualizing complex is the geometrization of the modulus character
in the representation theory of p-adic reductive groups.
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Using Proposition 1.3, Theorem 1.6 is reduced to determining the dualizing ob-
ject on Bunss

P . This is the locus given by the preimage of the semistable locus in
Bunss

L =
⊔

bL∈B(L)basic
[∗/LbL(F )] under qP . Here, for each bL ∈ B(L)basic, we have an

explicit geometric description of the connected components BunbL
P of Bunss

P in terms of
certain stacks attached to Banach–Colmez spaces called Picard v-groupoids. However it
is difficult to determine the action of LbL(F ) on the Picard v-groupoids directly. We use
the fact that the action of LbL(F ) factors through an inner form of the automorphism
group of a subspace of the Lie algebra of the unipotent radical of P . By this trick, the
question is reduced to calculating dualizing complexes on Picard v-groupoids attached
to vector bundles, which we can do explicitly.

When G is quasi-split and P is the Borel, this recovers [Ham22, Theorem 1.2], where
this result was used as a fundamental computational input in the theory of geometric
Eisenstein series over the Fargues–Fontaine curve in the principal case. It should serve a
similar role in building an analogous theory for general parabolics. We partially carry this
out in §4.3 by defining the Eisenstein functor with the appropriate modulus character
twists in light of Theorem 1.6 (Definition 4.15), proving some of its basic properties
(Lemmas 4.17 and 4.18), and computing its values after restricting to the semistable
locus of BunP (Theorem 4.26).

The importance of this result is also emphasized by its relation to various other
computations occurring in the Fargues–Scholze geometric Langlands program and the
theory of local Shimura varieties. Namely, we already mentioned above that, in the
quasi-split case, the ℓ-cohomologically smooth charts for BunG can be realized as Bunθ

P ,
where θ has dominant isocrystal slopes (which we recall are the negatives of the Harder–
Narasimhan slopes). More specifically, assume that G is quasi-split with a choice of Borel
B. Given b ∈ B(G), there is a maximal Levi subgroup Lb ⊂ G such that b ∈ B(G) admits
a basic reduction to bLb ∈ B(Lb)basic which has G-dominant isocrystal slopes. Here Lb is
the centralizer of the slope homomorphism of b. We write P b for the standard parabolic
with Levi factor Lb, and P b,− for its opposite. In this case, we have an identification
Gb
∼= (Lb)b

Lb
, where (Lb)b

Lb
is the inner twist of Lb induced by bLb . In particular, the

group Gb is an inner twist of Lb. The projections qP b and qP b,− then give rise to maps

q+b :Mb
∼= Bun

b
Lb

P b → [∗/Gb(F )],

q−b : [∗/G̃b] ∼= Bun
b
Lb

P b,− → [∗/Gb(F )]

respectively, where q+b and q−b (resp. Mb and [∗/G̃b]) identify with the corresponding
maps considered in [FS21].

Corollary 1.7 (Proposition 3.15). For G/F a connected reductive group, there exists a
character δb such that we have isomorphisms

q+∗
b (δb)[2⟨2ρG, νb⟩] ∼= KMb

q−∗
b (δ−1

b )[−2⟨2ρG, νb⟩] ∼= K[∗/G̃b]
,

where ρG denotes the half sum of the positive roots. If G is quasi-split then δb is the
modulus character of the standard parabolic P b ⊂ G transferred to Gb

∼= (Lb)b
Lb

via the

inner twisting from Lb (In general, see Definition 3.14).
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The second claim is compatible with the key result used in the proof of [Han23,
Proposition 1.1.4], where an alternative proof is mentioned using the compatibility of
Fargues–Scholze parameters with Verdier duality on BunG. We write out the details
of this alternative argument in §4.1. It is also essentially equivalent to the following
corollary.

Corollary 1.8 (Proposition 4.4). The compactly supported cohomology (resp. dualiz-

ing complex) of G̃>0
b as a Gb(F )-representation is isomorphic to δ−1

b [−2⟨2ρG, νb⟩] (resp.
δb[2⟨2ρG, νb⟩]) via the right action of Gb(F ) induced by right conjugation.

The character appearing in this compactly supported cohomology appears in several
places in the literature; namely in [Kos21] and [HL23] in the guise of Manotovan’s
product formula, and similarly in [GI16] and [Ham22] in the guise of comparing Hecke
correspondences on BunG with the cohomology of local Shimura varieties. We summarize
this as follows.

Corollary 1.9 (Corollary 4.2 and Corollary 4.6). The following is true.

(1) The sheaf Fℓ(db) with Gb(F )-equivariant structure appearing in [Kos21, Theo-
rem 7.1,Lemma 7.4] and [HL23, Theorem 1.15] is isomorphic to δb as a sheaf
with Gb(F )-action.

(2) The character κ appearing in [Ham22, Lemma 11.1] is equal to δ−1
b .

(3) The character κ appearing in [GI16, Lemma 4.18 (ii),Theorem 4.26] is equal to
δP,θ (cf. §4.1 for the notations).

As an application, we show the Harris–Viehmann conjecture [RV14, Conjecture 8.4]
in the Hodge–Newton reducible case. Let b, b′ ∈ B(G) and µ ∈ X∗(G). Let Eµ denote
the reflex field of µ. We write RΓc(Sht

µ
G,b,b′,K′) for the cohomology of moduli spaces of

shtukas for (G, b, b′, µ) at level K ′ ⊂ Gb′(F ). First, we show the following compatibility
with character twists, which is useful in its own right.

Proposition 1.10 (Proposition 4.10). Let χ be a character of Gab(F ). We write χb and
χb′ for the characters of Gb(F ) and Gb′(F ) determined by χ. Let χµ be the character
of WEµ determined by the L-parameter of χ and µ. For a smooth representation ρ of
Gb(F ), we have

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ⊗ χb)

∼= lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)⊗ χb′ ⊗ χµ.

Using Corollary 1.9 and Proposition 1.10 as well as results in [GI16], we show the
following form of the Harris–Viehmann conjecture (cf. [RV14, Conjecture 8.4]) 1:

1This is also fixes a gap in [Han21]. In particular, the Tate twists in [Han21, Theorem 4.13] should
be replaced by the modulus character appearing in Corollary 1.9, and then one has to argue as in §4.2
to deduce Proposition 4.11.
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Theorem 1.11 (Theorem 4.12). Assume that F is p-adic, G is quasi-split, ([b], [b′], µ)
is Hodge–Newton reducible for L with reductions [θ], [θ′] ∈ B(L) of b and b′, L ⊃ Lb, b′

is basic and µ is minuscule. Let P ′ be a parabolic of Gb′ corresponding to P = LP b,−.
For a smooth representation ρ of Gb(F ), we have

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)

∼= Ind
Gb′ (F )

P ′(F ) lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

RHomLθ(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′,K′), ρ)⊗ || · ||−

dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ],

where dP,θ is an integer defined in §3.1.

In §2, we recall the notion of the Picard v-groupoid attached to a vector bundle E
on the Fargues–Fontaine F and prove several results on its dualizing complex. In §3, we
describe the geometric structure of the moduli stack of parabolic structures and prove
Proposition 1.1, Proposition 1.3, Theorem 1.6, and Corollary 1.7. In §4, we deduce the
applications to the Harris–Viehmann Conjecture and geometric Eisenstein series.
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Notation

• For a field F , let ΓF denote the absolute Galois group of F .

• For a non-archimedean local field F , let F̆ denote the completion of the maximal
unramified extension of F . We write σ for the arithmetic Frobenius on F̆ .

• Let F be a non-archimedean local field with residue characteristic p. Let kF be the
residue field of F . Let q be the cardinality of kF and ω a uniformizing element.

• Let C := F̂ be the completion of the algebraic closure of F . Let k be the algebraic
closure of kF .

• We let Perfk denote the category of perfectoid spaces over k, and AffPerfk the
category of affinoid perfectoid spaces over k. For S ∈ Perfk, let PerfS denote the
category of perfectoid spaces over S.

• Let Λ be a torison ring of order prime to p unless otherwise stated.
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• For a v-stack or diamond Z, we write D(Z) := Dét(Z,Λ) for the derived category
of étale Λ sheaves on Z, as defined in [Sch17].

• For a fine map [GHW22, Definition 1.3] f : X → Y of decent v-stacks [GHW22,
Definition 1.2], we will work with the four functors Rf!, Rf∗ : D(X) → D(Y )
and Rf !, Lf ∗ : D(Y ) → D(X) constructed in [GHW22], which, together with
RHom(−,−) and ⊗L, extend the six functor formalism in [Sch17].

• We let ∗ = Spd(k).

• For X → ∗ a decent v-stack fine over the base, we write KX := f !(Λ) ∈ D(X)
for the dualizing complex, and RΓc(X,Λ) := f!(Λ) ∈ D(Λ) for the compactly
supported cohomology.

• Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over F . Let P be a parabolic
subgroup of G, and L the Levi factor of P .

• For a connected reductive group H/F , we write D(H(F ),Λ) for the unbounded
derived category of smooth representations.

• We let Ind
G(F )
P (F ) : D(L(F ),Λ)→ D(G(F ),Λ) denote the functor given by parabolic

induction. We note that this has no higher derived functors since parabolic induc-
tion is exact.

• We let δP : P (F ) → Λ∗ denote the modulus character (cf. [Vig96, I. 2.6]). After

fixing a choice of square root of q in Λ, we define the square root δ
1/2
P of the modulus

character with respect to this choice, and write i
G(F )
P (F )(−) := Ind

G(F )
P (F )(− ⊗ δ

1/2
P ) for

the normalized parabolic induction functor.

• For S ∈ Perfk, we write XS for the associated relative adic Fargues–Fontaine curve.
For S ∈ AffPerfk, we write Xalg

S for the associated shematic Fargues–Fontaine
curve. We simply write X for XC♭ , where C♭ is the tilt of C.

• Let B(G) = G(F̆ )/(b ∼ gbσ(g)−1) be the Kottwitz set of G. For b ∈ B(G), we
write Gb for the σ-centralizer of b

• For b ∈ G(F̆ ), let bab and bad denote the image of b in Gab(F̆ ) and Gad(F̆ ) respec-
tively.

• For b ∈ B(G) and S ∈ Perfk (resp. S ∈ AffPerfk), we write Eb,S (resp. Ealgb,S ) for

the associated G-bundle on XS (resp. Xalg
S ).

• We write (−) for the natural composition:

B(L)→ B(Lab) ∼=κ X∗(L
ab
F
)ΓF

.

• We write
⟨−,−⟩ : X∗(L

ab
F
)ΓF
× X∗(Lab

F
)ΓF → Z,

for the natural pairing induced by the pairing between cocharacters and characters.

• We recall that the Kottwitz set B(G) is equipped with two maps:
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– The slope homomorphism

ν : B(G)→ X∗(TF )
+,ΓF

Q

b 7→ νb,

where X∗(TF )
+
Q is the set of rational geometric dominant cocharacters of G.

– The Kottwitz invariant

κG : B(G)→ π1(G)ΓF
,

where π1(G) denotes the algebraic fundamental group of Borovoi.

• If G is quasi-split with a fixed Borel pair (B, T ) then, for b ∈ B(G), we let Lb be
the centralizer of νb, P

b the parabolic subgroup of G associated to νb such that
the weights of νb in Lie(P b) is non-negative, and P b,− the parabolic subgroup of G
opposite to P b.

2 Dualizing complexes on Picard v-groupoids

For i ∈ Z, S ∈ Perfk, and a two term complex E∗ = {E−1 → E0} of vector bundles
on XS, we define the v-sheaves Hi(E∗) → S as the sheaves sending T ∈ PerfS to the
hyper-cohomology Hi(XT , E∗T ), where E∗T is the base-change of the complex to XT . If
E∗ is a two term complex of vector bundles on X, we also have an absolute version
Hi(E∗)→ Spd k. We will make repeated use of the following fact.

Lemma 2.1. Let f : S ′ → S be a morphism of small v-stacks. We assume one of the
following:

(1) S ∈ Perfk and E is a vector bundle on XS that is everywhere of positive (resp.
negative) slopes.

(2) E is a vector bundle on X that is of positive (resp. negative) slopes.

If f is a torsor under H0(E) (resp. H1(E)) then f ∗ : D(S)→ D(S ′) is fully faithful and
the adjunction morphism Rf!Rf

!A→ A is an isomorphism for A ∈ D(S).

Proof. The first claim is [FS21, Proposition V.2.1]. The second claim is reduced to the
case where E = OX(1/n) for some n, as in the proof of [FS21, Proposition V.2.1]. In this
case, the claimed isomorphism is proved in the proof of [FS21, Proposition V.2.1].

The calculation of the dualizing complex on BunP will ultimately reduce to a cal-
culation of the dualizing complex on the following kinds of spaces discussed in [Ham21,
Definition 3.6].

Definition 2.2. Let S ∈ Perfk and E∗ = {E−1 → E0} a two term complex of vector
bundles on XS We consider the action of x ∈ H−1(XT , E∗) on y ∈ H0(XT , E∗) via the
map y 7→ y + d(x) and check that this gives a well-defined action on cohomology. This
allows us to form the Banach–Colmez space like v-stack

P(E∗) := [H0(E∗)/H−1(E∗)]→ S,

which we refer to as the Picard v-groupoid of E∗.
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We will only consider this in the case that E∗ := E [1] for a vector bundle E on X.
It follows from [Ham21, Proposition 3.14] that P(E [1]) is ℓ-cohomologically smooth over
Spd(C) of pure ℓ-dimension equal to −deg(E). In this case, the stack P(E [1])→ Spd(C)
also has an absolute version, which we abusively also write as P(E [1]) → Spd(k) and
will work with for the rest of the section.

We consider the dualizing complex KP(E[1]) on this space. We let GE denote the
automorphism group of the isocrystal attatched to E , and write

det : GE(F )→ (GE/G
der
E )(F ) ∼= (F ∗)r

mult−−→ F ∗,

where the last map is given by taking the product of the elements. The group GE(F )
acts on KP(E[1]) via the right action on E by the inverse. The main result of this section
is the following.

Proposition 2.3. We have an isomorphism

KP(E[1]) ∼= |det(·)|[−2deg(E)]

of sheaves with GE(F )-action. Here | · | : F ∗ → Λ∗ denotes the norm character.

We first need some preliminaries. For λ = d/r where r is a positive integer and d is
an integer prime to r, we define the isocrystal V−λ as the vector space F̆ r with Frobenius
given by 

0 1 0 · · · 0

0 0 1
...

...
. . . . . . 0

0 0 1
ϖ 0 · · · 0 0



−d

∈Mr(F ), (2.1)

and let O(λ) be the vector bundle on the Fargues–Fontaine curve given by the isocrystal
V−λ as [FS21, Section II.2]. We put D−λ = End(V−λ). Then O(λ) has a right action
of D−λ by the inverse. We view (2.1) as an element of D−λ, and denote it by ϖ−λ.
We recall that the map det : GLn(D−λ)→ F ∗ can be identified with the reduced norm,
which we denote by NrdMn(D−λ)/F .

Lemma 2.4. Let λ = d/r where r is a positive integer and d is an integer prime to
r. Let n be a positive integer. Let fλ,n : H0(O(λ)n) → ∗, gλ,n : [∗/H0(O(λ)n)] → ∗
and hλ,n : H1(O(λ)n) → ∗ be the structure maps, where H0(O(λ)) (resp. H1(O(λ)))
is the absolute Banach–Colmez-space parameterizing elements of H0(XS,O(λ)S) (resp.
H1(XS,O(λ)S)) for S ∈ Perfk.

(1) If λ is positive, then H1(O(λ)n) = ∗ and we have isomorphisms

fλ,n,!Λ ∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|[−2dn]
f !
λ,nΛ

∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|
−1[2dn]

gλ,n,!Λ ∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|
−1[2dn]

g!λ,nΛ
∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|[−2dn]

as sheaves with GLn(D−λ)-action.
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(2) If λ = 0, then H0(O(λ)n) ∼= F n, H1(O(λ)n) = ∗ and we have isomorphisms

gλ,n,!Λ ∼= |NrdMn(F )/F (·)|−1

g!λ,nΛ
∼= |NrdMn(F )/F (·)|

as sheaves with GLn(F )-action.

(3) If λ is negative, then H0(O(λ)) = ∗ and we have isomorphisms

hλ,n,!Λ ∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|
−1[2dn] (2.2)

h!λ,nΛ
∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|[−2dn] (2.3)

as sheaves with GLn(D−λ)-action.

Proof. The first claims in (1) and (3), and the first two claims in (2) are proven in [FS21,
Proposition II.2.5]. The later two claims in (2) follow from [HKW22, Example 4.2.4]. For
the remaining claims, it suffices to construct isomorphisms as sheaves that are compatible
with the actions of GLn(OD−λ

) and diag(ϖm1
−λ, . . . , ϖ

mn
−λ ) for (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Zn, since

these generate GLn(D−λ) by the Cartan decomposition. We note that it suffices to show
the claim after the base change to SpdC.

We prove the second claim in (1) in a similar way as [GI16, Lemma 4.17]. The claims
on gλ,n are reduced to the claims on fλ,n by Lemma 2.1. First, we assume that 0 < λ ≤ 1.
By [FS21, Proposition II.2.5], we have an isomorphism

H0(O(λ)n) ∼= Spd k[[x
1/q∞

1 , . . . , x
1/q∞

dn ]].

By [Sch17, Theorem 24.1], we know that f !
λ,nΛ

∼= Λ[2dn] if we forget the group actions.

Hence, the claim on f !
λ,nΛ is reduced to the claim on fλ,n,!Λ by Lemma 2.1. By [Ima19,

Lemma 1.3], we have an isomorphsim

fλ,n,!Λ ∼= |NrdMn(D−λ)/F (·)|[−2dn]

that is compatible with the action of diag(ϖm1
−λ, . . . , ϖ

mn
−λ ). The action of GLn(OD−λ

)
induces an action on Spd k[[x1, . . . , xdn]]. Hence, GLn(OD−λ

) acts trivially on fλ,n,!Λ.
Assume that λ > 1. Then we have an exact sequence

0→ H0(O(λ− 1)n)|SpdC → H0(O(λ)n)|SpdC → (Anr
C )⋄ → 0, (2.4)

as in [SW20, Example 15.2.9.4]. Let ψλ,n,C : (Anr
C )⋄ → SpdC be the structure morphism.

Then we have
ψλ,n,C,!Λ ∼= Λ[−2nr] (2.5)

with the trivial action of GLn(D−λ) by [Ima19, Lemma 1.3] and the fact that the action
of GLn(D−λ) on (Anr

C )⋄ is induced from an action on Anr
C . Hence, we also have

ψ!
λ,n,CΛ

∼= Λ[2nr]. (2.6)

Then the claim is reduced to the case of λ− 1, using (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6).
We prove the second claim in (3). Assume that −1 ≤ λ < 0. Then we have

0→ H0(O(λ+ 1)n)|SpdC → (Anr
C )⋄ → H1(O(λ)n)|SpdC → 0,
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as in [SW20, p. 138]. Hence we have

hλ,n,C,!Λ ∼= gλ+1,n,C,!Λ⊗ ψλ,n,C,!Λ ∼= gλ+1,n,C,!Λ[−2nr],
h!λ,n,CΛ

∼= g!λ+1,n,CΛ⊗ ψ!
λ,n,CΛ

∼= g!λ+1,n,CΛ[2nr]

by (2.5) and (2.6). Therefore the claim follows from the claim (1) and (2).
Assume that λ < −1. Then we have

0→ (Anr
C )⋄ → H1(O(λ)n)|SpdC → H1(O(λ+ 1)n)|SpdC → 0

as [SW20, p. 139]. Hence the claim is reduced to the case of λ+1 by (2.5) and (2.6).

With this in hand we can prove Proposition 2.3.

Proof of Proposition 2.3. By [FS21, Proposition II.2.5], we have identifications H1(E) ∼=
H1(E<0) and H0(E) ∼= H0(E≥0) = H0(E>0) ×H0(E=0). Therefore, we can factorize the
structure map fE : P(E)→ Spd(k) as

[H1(E<0)/H0(E≥0)]
f<0

−−→ [Spd(F )/H0(E≥0)]
f>0

−−→ [Spd(F )/H0(E=0)]
f=0

−−→ Spd(k).

Since all these maps are ℓ-cohomologically smooth by the slope decomposition of E and
[FS21, Proposition II.2.5], we can use the formula

R((g ◦ f)!)(Fℓ) = Rg!(Rf !(Fℓ)) = Rf !(Fℓ)⊗Fℓ
f ∗Rg!(Fℓ)

for a pair of ℓ-cohomologically smooth maps f and g, as follows from the Definition
([FS21, Definition IV.1.15]). This reduces us to showing the claim in three cases.

(1) The slopes of E are strictly positive.

(2) The slopes of E are all 0.

(3) The slopes of E are strictly negative.

The claim now follows by writing E as a direct sum of semistable bundles of fixed slope,
the Künneth formula, and Lemma 2.4.

3 Structure of the moduli space of P -structures

3.1 Modulus character

We make use of the following notation.

(1) Let P be a parabolic with Levi factor L. We set U = Ru(P ) to be the unipotent
radical. The adjoint action of P on Lie(U) induces

P → Aut

(
dimU∧

Lie(U)

)
∼= Gm,

which factors through Lab and defines an element ξP ∈ X∗(Lab
F
)ΓF .

11



(2) We recall that δP : P (F )→ Λ× is the modulus character of P . We define δP : L
ab(F )→

Λ× by δP (x) = |ξP (x)|.

(3) Given θ ∈ B(L), we consider the composition

δP,θ : Lθ(F )→ (Lab)θab(F ) ∼= Lab(F )
δP−→ Λ×,

where θab denotes the image of θ in B(Lab). We put dP,θ := ⟨ξP , θ⟩.

For a locally free sheaf E over a scheme S, we define the group scheme W(E ) over
S by W(E )(T ) = (V ⊗OS

OT )(T ).

Lemma 3.1. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of a reductive group scheme G over a scheme
S with a Levi subgroup L. Then there is a filtration

U = U0 ⊃ U1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Un = {1}

of the unipotent radical of P stable under the conjugation action of P such that for
0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

(1) the action of P on Ui/Ui+1 factors through L,

(2) there is an isomorphism

Ui/Ui+1
∼= W(Lie(Ui/Ui+1))

of group schemes with an action of L,

(3) there is an isomorphism

U ∼= W

( ⊕
0≤i≤n−1

Lie(Ui/Ui+1)

)
of schemes with an action of L, and

(4) if S is connected semi-local, there is unique αi ∈ X∗(AL) such that Lie(Ui) =
Lie(U)αi

⊕ Lie(Ui+1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, where AL is the maximal split torus inside
the center of L.

Proof. We do the argument as [SGA3-3, XXVI, 2.1.1] for a pinning of G adapted to P
such that the maximal torus is contained in L. Then, there is an isomorphism Ui/Ui+1

∼=
W(Ei) compatible with the actions of L for a locally free sheaf Ei on S with a linear
action of L. By taking the Lie algebras, we obtain an isomorphism Lie(Ui/Ui+1) ∼= Ei

compatible with the actions of L. Furthermore,
∏

a(γ)=i+1 Uγ in [SGA3-3, XXVI, 2.1.1]

in gives a splitting of Ui → Ui/Ui+1 as schemes with the action of L.
In the argument of [SGA3-3, XXVI, 2.1.2], different pinnings are conjugate by L

since we use only the pinnings such that the maximal tori are contained in L. Hence∏
a(γ)=i+1 Uγ above descends. Therefore we obtain a filtration {Ui}0≤i≤n satisfying the

conditons (1), (2) and (3).
Assume that S is connected semi-local. We note that L is the centralizer of AL in G

by [SGA3-3, XXVI, Proposition 6.8]. By using the weight decomposition of Lie(Ui/Ui+1)
with respect to the action of AL, we can refine the filtration {Ui}0≤i≤n further so that
the condition (4) is satisfied.
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Lemma 3.2. The modulus character δP is equal to P (F )→ L(F )→ Lab(F )
δP−→ Λ×.

Proof. Since the both characters are trivial on U(F ), it suffice to show the equality on
L(F ). Let l be an element of L(F ). We take a compact open subgroup K of P (F ), and
{Ui}0≤i≤n as Lemma 3.1. We put Ki = K ∩ Ui(F ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Let K and Ki be the
image of K in L(F ) and Ki in (Ui/Ui+1)(F ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. By Lemma 3.1 (3), K
and Ki are compact open in L(F ) and (Ui/Ui+1)(F ) respectively, and we have

δP (l) = [Ad(l)K : K] = [Ad(l)K : K]
∏

0≤i≤n−1

[Ad(l)Ki : Ki]. (3.1)

Since the modulus character of L is trivial, we have

[Ad(l)K : K] = 1. (3.2)

We take an OF -lattice Ni of Lie(Ui/Ui+1)(F ) which corresponds to a compact open
subgroup of Ki under the isomorphism in Lemma 3.1 (2). Then we have

[Ad(l)Ki : Ki] = [Ad(l)Ni : Ni]. (3.3)

The claim follows from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).

3.2 Connected components of BunP

We have a natural diagram

BunP BunG

BunL

BunLab .

pP

qP

q†P

qL

given by the corresponding maps of reductive groups.
By [FS21, Corollary IV.1.23], we have decompositions

BunL =
⊔

θ∈B(L)basic

Bun
(θ)
L and BunLab =

⊔
θ∈X∗(Lab

F
)ΓF

Bunθ
Lab

into connected components via the Kottwitz invariant. We let Bun
(θ)
P denote the fiber of

qP over the connected component Bun
(θ)
L , and write q

(θ)
P (resp. p

(θ)
P ) for the base-change

(resp. restriction) of qP (resp. pP ) to this connected component. To describe these
components in maximum generality, we first establish some lemmas.

Lemma 3.3. Consider a parabolic P ⊂ G with Levi factor L, its image defines a
parabolic P ad ⊂ Gad with Levi factor Lad. The natural diagram

BunP BunP ad

BunL BunLad

qP q
Pad (3.4)

is Cartesian.
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Proof. This follows from the fact that the fibers of qP over an L-bundle FL can be
described in terms of torsors under FL ×L U , where L acts through the group Lad.

For b ∈ P (F̆ ) and S ∈ Perfk, we define P -bundle EP,b on XS by (φ× bσ)\(YS × P ).

Lemma 3.4. Let b ∈ G(F̆ ) be a basic element. Let P ⊂ G and Qb ⊂ Gb be parabolic
subgroups which correspond under the natural isomorphims GF̆

∼= Gb,F̆ .

(1) We have b ∈ P (F̆ ).

(2) We have an isomorphism

BunP
∼−→ BunQb

; E 7→ Isom(EP,b, E)

of v-stacks. This gives the commutative diagram

BunP BunQb

BunL BunLb

∼

qP qQb

∼

Proof. Since PF̆ ⊂ GF̆ is stable under x 7→ bσ(x)b−1, we have b ∈ NGF̆
(PF̆ ) = PF̆ .

Then we can check the claim (2) easily (cf. the proof of [SW20, Corollary 23.3.2] when
P = G).

We now have our key structural result on the components Bun
(θ)
P .

Proposition 3.5. The map qP is an ℓ-cohomologically smooth (non-representable) map

of Artin v-stacks with connected fibers. In particular, if θ ∈ B(L)basic, then the map q
(θ)
P

is ℓ-cohomologically smooth of pure ℓ-dimension equal to dP,θ.

Proof. The first part follows from [Ham21, Proposition 3.16] and its proof. The second
part follows from combining [Ham21, Lemma 3.8, Proposition 4.7] and [FS21, Theo-
rem IV.1.19] when G is quasi-split. The general case is reduced to the quasi-split case
using Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4.

In particular, we deduce the following from this.

Corollary 3.6. We have a decomposition into connected components

BunP =
⊔

θ∈B(L)basic

Bun
(θ)
P .

Proof. This follows by combining with the previous Proposition together with the fact
that ℓ-cohomologically smooth maps are universally open [Sch17, Proposition 23.1]2.

2Strictly speaking, this only applies to representable morphisms; however, it is easy to see the proof
extends to this context.
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We consider the semistable locus
⊔

θ∈B(L)basic
[∗/Lθ(F )] ∼= Bunss

L ⊂ BunL, and write
Bunss

P for the preimage along qP . We have decompositions into connected components⊔
θ∈B(L)basic

qθP : Bunss
P
∼=
⊔
θ

Bunθ
P →

⊔
θ

Bunθ
L,

where qθP is the base-change of qP to the HN-strata Bunθ
L ↪→ BunL. Ultimately, the proof

of our main Theorem will reduce to an explicit description of the connected components
Bunθ

P of Bunss
P in terms of Banach–Colmez spaces. Those connected components are the

preimage of the basic HN-strata.

3.3 Description of the preimage HN-strata

Let θ ∈ B(L). We take {Ui}0≤i≤n and {αi}0≤i≤n−1 as in Lemma 3.1. We note that
Lie(Ui/Ui+1) ∼= Lie(U)αi

. Let Lie(U)αi,θ be the vector bundle on the Fargues–Fontaine
curve with Kottwitz element given by the image of θ under L→ GL(Lie(U)αi

). Recalling
the minus sign when passing between isocrystals and G-bundles, we note that this has
degree equal to −⟨αi, θ⟩.

We write Bunθ
P for the preimage of the HN-strata Bunθ

L along qP . In order to describe
Bunθ

P , for S ∈ AffPerfk, we consider the torsors

Qθ,S := Ealgθ,S ×
L P

and
RuQθ,S := Ealgθ,S ×

L U,

which we view as group schemes over Xalg
S .

We now come to the key description of the space Bunθ
P .

Lemma 3.7. Let Bunθ
P,∗ denote the fiber of the map

qθP : Bunθ
P → Bunθ

L
∼= [∗/L̃θ]

over ∗ → [∗/L̃θ]. Then the map Bunθ
P,∗ → ∗ is an iterated fibration of the absolute Picard

v-groupoids
P(Lie(U)αi,θ[1])→ ∗ (3.5)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. The fiber Bunθ
P,∗ will parametrize, for S ∈ AffPerfk, P -bundles on X

alg
S whose un-

derlying L-bundle is equal to Ealgθ,S. This can be expressed as the set of torsors under the

group scheme Ru(Qθ,S) = Ealgθ,S×LU on Xalg
S . Then the claim follows from Lemma 3.1 and

the fact that, for a vector bundle Ealg on Xalg
S , the set of Ealg-torsors is parametrized by

H1(Xalg
S , Ealg), and the automorphisms of such Ealg-torsors is parametrized byH0(Xalg

S , Ealg).
Here we have implicitly used GAGA for the Fargues–Fontaine curve [FS21, Proposi-
tion II.2.7].

Corollary 3.8. Let b ∈ G(F̆ ) be the image of θ. We assume the conjugate action of νθ
on Lie(U) has non-positive weights. Then qθP : Bunθ

P → Bunθ
L identifies with the natural

map [∗/G̃b]→ [∗/L̃θ].
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Proof. This follows from the proof of Lemma 3.7, since H1(XS,Lie(U)αi,θ) = 0 by the
assumption.

We now prove the following proposition using Lemma 3.7.

Proposition 3.9. We have an isomorphism

KBunθP
∼= qθ∗P (δP,θ)[2dP,θ]

in D(Bunθ
P ).

Proof. The adjoint action of P on Lie(Ui/Ui+1) induces

P → Aut

dim(Ui/Ui+1)∧
Lie(Ui/Ui+1)

 ∼= Gm,

which factors through Lab and define ξP,i ∈ X∗(Lab
F
)ΓF to be the corresponding character.

We put dP,θ,i = ⟨ξP,i, θ⟩ and

δP,θ,i : Lθ(F )→ (Lab)θab(F ) = Lab(F )
δP,i−−→ Λ×,

where δP,i(x) = |ξP,i(x)|. By Lemma 3.7, it suffices to show that the dualizing complex
of P(Lie(U)αi,θ[1]) is isomorphic to

Λ[2dP,θ,i]

with the action of Lθ given by δP,θ,i.
We consider the natural map

L→ GL(Lie(U)αi
); l 7→ (u 7→ lul−1)

given by the left conjugation action, and the element θAd,i defined as the image of θ
under the induced map B(L)→ B(GL(Lie(U)αi

)). We have

EθAd,i
∼= Lie(U)αi,θ.

The right action of Lθ(F ) on Bunθ
P,∗ factors through the natural map

Lθ(F )→ GL(Lie(U)αi
)θAd,i

(F ).

composed with the right action of GL(Lie(U)αi
)θAd,i

(F ) on P(Lie(U)αi,θ[1]) given by
acting via automorphisms on Lie(U)αi,θ and taking inverses. Hence, the claim follows
from Proposition 2.3.

It is convenient to slightly reformulate this. We define the following.

Definition 3.10. We let ∆P be the sheaf on

BunLab
∼=

⊔
θ∈X∗(Lab

F
)ΓF

[∗/Lab(F )],

whose value on each connected component is given by δP .
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We let q†,ssP : Bunss
P → BunLab be the restriction of q†P to the semistable locus. Re-

calling the definition of δP,θ, we can reformulate the previous Corollary as follows.

Corollary 3.11. We have an isomorphism

KBunssP
∼= q†,ss∗P (∆P )[2 dim(BunP )]

of objects in D(BunP ).

Lemma 3.12. For b ∈ G(F̆ ), the natural diagrams

Mb Mbad

[∗/Gb(F )] [∗/Gad
bad

(F )],

q+b q+
bad

[∗/G̃b] [∗/G̃ad
bad

]

[∗/Gb(F )] [∗/Gad
bad

(F )]

q−b q−
bad

are Cartesian.

Proof. Let S ∈ AffPerfk. Let H be the inner twisting of G × Xalg
S by Ealgb,S over Xalg

S .

Then we have G̃>0
b (S) = H>0(Xalg

S ) as the proof of [FS21, Proposition III.5.1]. Hence

G → Gad induces an isomorphism G̃>0
b
∼= G̃ad,>0

bad
, since H>0 is a unipotent radical of a

parabolic subgroup H≥0 of H by [FS21, Proposition III.5.2]. Hence the first diagram is
Cartesian.

By the proof of [FS21, Proposition V.3.5], the fiber of q+b is parametrized by H<0-
torsors, where H<0 is the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup H≤0 of H. Hence
the second diagram is also Cartesian for a similar reason.

Lemma 3.13. Let b′ ∈ G(F̆ ) be an basic element. We put G′ = Gb′. Then b 7→ bb′−1

induces a bijection B(G) ∼= B(G′). Furthermore, for b ∈ G(F̆ ) we have isomorphisms of
the commutative diagrams

Mb Mbb′−1

[∗/Gb(F )] [∗/G′
bb′−1(F )],

∼

q+b q+
bb′−1

∼

[∗/G̃b] [∗/G̃′
bb′−1 ]

[∗/Gb(F )] [∗/G′
bb′−1(F )].

∼

q−b q−
bb′−1

∼

Proof. The second bijection can be checked easily (cf. [Ima19, Lemma 2.2]). We define
H as in the proof of Lemma 3.12 using G and b. We define H ′ similarly using G′ and
bb′−1. Then we have a natural identification H ∼= H ′ by the construction. Hence, the
isomorphisms in the diagram follow in the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.12.

We put db = ⟨2ρG, νb⟩. We have the following definition.

Definition 3.14. We take a quasi-split inner form Gad,∗ of Gad and b′ ∈ Gad,∗(F̆ ) such
that Gad,∗

b′ = Gad. We put b∗ = badb′. Then we have Gad,∗
b∗ (F ) ∼= Gad

bad
(F ) as in Lemma

3.13. We fix a Borel pair of Gad,∗. We define

δb : Gb(F )→ Gad
bad(F )

∼= Gad,∗
b∗ (F )

δ
Pb∗ ,b∗

L−−−−→ Λ×,

where b∗L is the image of b∗ in the Levi quotient of P b∗.
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Proposition 3.15. We have isomorphisms

KMb
∼= q+∗

b (δb)[2db], K[∗/G̃b]
∼= q−∗

b (δ−1
b )[−2db].

Proof. By Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13, we may assume that G is quasi-split. We fix
a Borel pair of G. Then the first claim follows from Proposition 3.9 for P b by [FS21,
Example V.3.4]. The second claim follows from Proposition 3.9 for P b,−.

3.4 Local systems on BunG and reduction to the semi-stable
locus

For an Artin v-stack Z, we write Loc(Z) ⊂ D(Z) for the category of Λ-local systems on
Z with respect to the étale topology on Z. We write jG : Bunss

G ↪→ BunG for the open
subspace defined by the semistable bundles. We recall that we have a decomposition⊔

b∈B(G)basic

Bunb
G
∼= Bunss

G,

and that Bunb
G
∼= [∗/Gb(F )] is just the classifying stack attached to the σ-centralizer of

b for b basic. The set B(G) has a partial ordering, where b ≥ b′ if νb − νb′ is a positive
linear combination of coroots and κG(b) = κG(b

′).
We start by deducing some interesting consequences of Corollary 3.11.

Proposition 3.16. There is well-defined equivalence of categories:

L̃oc(Bunss
G)

∼=−→ Loc(BunG)

A 7→ R0jG∗(A),

where L̃oc(Bunss
G) ⊂ Loc(Bunss

G) denotes the subcategory of étale local systems which
admit a trivialization induced from an étale covering of BunG.

Proof. The claim that this is well-defined will follow from the proof. In particular, we
will show that R0jG∗(Λ) defines an object in Loc(BunG).

Let b ∈ B(G), we write Bun≤b
G (resp. Bun<b

G ) for the open substack parametrizing
G-bundles whose associated element in B(G) is ≤ b (resp. < b) after pulling back to a
geometric point. We write jb : Bun<b

G ↪→ Bun≤b
G for the open inclusion and ib : Bunb

G ↪→
Bun≤b

G for the complementary closed inclusion.
By induction and excision on D(BunG) with respect to the HN-strata and its partial

ordering, we can reduce to showing that, for A ∈ Loc(Bun≤b
G ) and all b non-basic, that

the natural adjunction map
A→ R0jb∗j

b∗(A)

is an isomorphism. It suffices to check this v-locally and, since A is a local system with
respect to the étale topology, we can reduce to checking this for the constant sheaf. Since
the cone is supported on the closed substack defined by ib, it suffices to show that the
map

Λ→ ib∗R0jb∗(Λ)

is an isomoprhism for all b ∈ B(G).
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To do this, we recall the ℓ-cohomologically smooth chart πb :Mb → Bun≤b
G considered

in [FS21, Section V.3]. This has a natural map q+b :Mb → [∗/Gb(F )], as in Proposition

3.15. The map q+b admits a closed section given by the split reduction. We write M◦
b

for the open subspace obtained by removing the image of this section and q̃+b : M̃b → ∗
for the base-change of q+b along ∗ → [∗/Gb(F )], with its corresponding open subspace

M̃◦
b . We write (̃ib, j̃b) for the base-change of (ib, jb) along πb.
By applying smooth base-change with respect to πb, theGb(F )-representation i

b∗R0jb∗(Λ)
can be identified with

ĩb∗R0j̃b∗(Λ),

together with its Gb(F ) action.
Applying [FS21, Proposition V.4.2], we can identify this with the complex

RΓ(M̃b, R
0j̃b∗(Λ))

∼= R0Γ(M̃◦
b ,Λ),

where we note thatM◦
b is precisely the preimage of the open substack Bun<b

G ⊂ Bun≤b
G

under πb. Therefore, we are reduced to the following.

Lemma 3.17. For b non-basic, we have that

RiΓ(M̃◦
b ,Λ)

∼= 0

unless i ∈ {0, 2⟨2ρG, νb⟩− 1}. If i = 0 then it is isomorphic to the trivial representation,
and if i = 2⟨2ρG, νb⟩ − 1 then it is isomorphic to δ−1

b , as in Definition 3.14

Proof. By Proposition 3.15, it follows that we have an isomorphism

q̃+!
b (Λ) ∼= δb[2⟨2ρG, νb⟩],

using that the dualizing complex on [∗/Gb(F )] is the constant sheaf by [HKW22, Exam-
ple 4.4.3] and the unimodularity of Gb.

Since M̃b is an iterated fibration of negative Banach–Colmez spaces, we have an
isomorphism q̃+b! q̃

+!
b (Λ) ∼= Λ by Lemma 2.1. It follows that the compactly supported

cohomology of M̃b is isomorphic to δ−1
b [−2⟨2ρG, νb⟩].

We can apply excision with respect to the pair (̃ib, j̃b), which is a Gb(F )-equivariant

stratification. This tells us that RΓc(M̃◦
b ,Λ) has cohomology as a Gb(F )-representation

in degree 1 isomorphic to the trivial representation, and cohomology in degree 2⟨2ρG, νb⟩
given by δ−1

b . Using the description of the dualizing complex on M̃b provided above

and in turn on the open subspace M̃◦
b , we obtain that the non-compactly supported

cohomology of M̃◦
b has cohomology in degree 0 isomorphic to the trivial representation,

and cohomology in degree ⟨2ρG, νb⟩ − 1 with Gb(F )-action given by δ−1
b , as desired.

From this, we can deduce the following.

Proposition 3.18. We have an isomorphism

KBunG
∼= Λ

of objects in D(BunG).
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Proof. We know that BunG is ℓ-cohomologicallly smooth of pure ℓ-dimension 0, by [FS21,
Theorem IV.1.19]. It follows that KBunG is étale locally isomorphic to the constant sheaf.
Therefore, we have that KBunG ∈ Loc(BunG) and, by the previous proposition, we have
an isomorphism:

KBunG
∼= R0jG∗j

∗
G(KBunG)

∼= R0jG∗(KBunssG
).

Note that it is easy to describe the dualizing complex on Bunss
G
∼=
⊔

b∈B(G)basic
[∗/Gb(F )],

since it is a disjoint union of classifying stacks and the groups Gb are unimodular. In
particular, by [HKW22, Example 4.4.3], we have an identification

KBunssG
∼= Λ,

after fixing a choice of Haar measure on the Gb(F ) for b ∈ B(G)basic. The claim imme-
diately follows.

We now have the following.

Theorem 3.19. We have an isomorphism

KBunP
∼= q†∗P (∆P )[2 dim(BunP )]

of objects in D(BunP ).

Proof. By the previous Lemma and its proof, we have isomorphisms:

KBunL
∼= Λ ∼= R0(jL∗)(Λ).

We apply q!P to both sides of this relationship, giving us an isomorphism:

KBunP
∼= q!PR

0(jL∗)(Λ).

It suffices to restrict to a connected component indexed by θ ∈ B(L)basic. The map q
(θ)
P

is pure of ℓ-dimension equal to dP,θ by Proposition 3.5. This implies that we have an
identification

K
Bun

(θ)
P

∼= R−2dP,θ(q
(θ)!
P )R0iθ∗(Λ)[2dP,θ]

∼= R0(iθP∗)R
−2dP,θ(qθ!P )(Λ)[2dP,θ],

where we have used proper base change for the last identification, and iθP : Bunθ
P ↪→ BunP

denotes the base-change of iθ : Bunθ
L ↪→ BunL along qP .

Using Corollary 3.11 and the fact that the dualizing complex on [∗/Lθ(F )] is the con-
stant sheaf since it is unimodular, we can rewrite the RHS of the previous identification
as

R0(iθP∗)q
θ∗
P (δP,θ)[2dP,θ].

However, now by applying smooth base-change with respect to q
(θ)
P via Proposition 3.5,

we can rewrite this as
q
(θ)∗
P (R0(iθ∗)(δP,θ))[2dP,θ],

but, using Proposition 3.163, this is easily identified with

(q
(θ)∗
P ◦ q(θ)∗L )(δP )[2dP,θ] ∼= q

†,(θ)∗
P (δP )[2dP,θ],

as desired, where θ ∈ X∗(L
ab
F
)ΓF

is the element induced by θ ∈ B(L)basic, and q
(θ)
L : Bun

(θ)
L →

Bunθ
Lab (resp. q

†,(θ)
P : Bun

(θ)
P → Bunθ

Lab) is the natural map induced by qL (resp. q†P ).

3Note that we can trivialize the sheaf δP,θ on BunθM on an étale cover of the connect component

Bun
(θ)

Lab by pulling back an étale cover of BunθLab = [∗/Lab(F )] which trivializes the character δP,θ.
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4 Applications

4.1 Connection with other results

We now discuss the relation of this paper with various other results in the literature.
For b ∈ B(G), the natural map

pb : Bunb
G
∼= [∗/G̃b]→ [∗/Gb(F )]

considered in [FS21, Proposition V.2.2] defines via pullback an equivalence

D(Bunb
G)
∼= D(Gb(F ),Λ),

whereD(Gb(F ),Λ) is the unbounded derived category of smooth Λ-representations. This
identifies with the map q−b considered in Proposition 3.15.

Proposition 4.1. For all b ∈ B(G), we have an isomorphism

p!b(Λ)
∼= p∗b(δ

−1
b )[−2db]

of objects in D(Bunb
G), where we recall that db := ⟨2ρG, νb⟩ and δb is as in Proposition

3.15.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.15 together with the unimodularity of Gb(F ) and
[HKW22, Example 4.4.3].

The action of Gb(F ) on the dualizing complex of Bunb
G describes the inverse of the

character appearing in [HL23, Theorem 1.15] and [Kos21, Theorem 7.1, Lemma 7.4], by
[Kos21, Lemma 9.1]. Therefore, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.2. The sheaf Fℓ(db) with Gb(F )-equivariant structure appearing in [Kos21,
Theorem 7.1,Lemma 7.4] and [HL23, Theorem 1.15] is isomorphic to δb as a sheaf with
Gb(F )-action.

Now we will briefly change the assumption on Λ, and let Λ be a Zℓ-algebra until
Proposition 4.5. We use the notations D■(−,Λ) and Rf♮ in [FS21, VII]. We have the
following analogue of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 4.3. Let f : S ′ → S be a morphism of small v-stacks. We assume one of the
following:

(1) S ∈ Perfk and E is a vector bundle on XS that is everywhere of positive (resp.
negative) slopes.

(2) E is a vector bundle on X that is of positive (resp. negative) slopes.

If f is a torsor under H0(E) (resp. H1(E)), then f is ℓ-cohomologically smooth,

f ∗ : D■(S,Λ)→ D■(S
′,Λ)

is fully faithful and the adjunction morphism Rf♮Rf
∗A → A is an isomorphism for

A ∈ D■(S,Λ).
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Proof. This is proven in the same way as [FS21, Proposition V.2.1], using [FS21, Propo-
sition VII.3.1] and [Ima19, Lemma 1.3].

For an Artin v-stack X, let Dlis(X,Λ) be the category of lisse-étale Λ-sheaves de-
fined in [FS21, Definition VII.6.1]. When we are working with Dlis(−,Λ), we consider
pushforward functors in Dlis(−,Λ).

For an ℓ-cohomologically smooth morphism f : X → Y of Artin v-stacks, we put

f !Λ =

(
lim←−
n

f !(Z/ℓnZ)

)
⊗Zℓ

Λ

and
f!(A) = f♮

(
A⊗ (f !Λ)−1

)
for A ∈ Dlis(X,Λ) (cf. [FS21, Definition VII.6.1]).

Proposition 4.4. Consider fb : G̃
>0
b → ∗ with its right Gb(F )-action given by right

conjugation. Then fb!Λ ∼= Λ(δ−1
b )[−2db] as a complex of sheaves with left Gb(F )-action.

Proof. Let
[∗/Gb(F )]

sb−→ [∗/G̃b]
pb−→ [∗/Gb(F )]

be the natural morphisms. By Proposition 4.1, we have an isomorphism:

s!b(Z/ℓnZ) ∼= (Z/ℓnZ)(δb)[2db]. (4.1)

Hence we have f !
b(Z/ℓnZ) ∼= (Z/ℓnZ)[2db], since the fiber of sb at ∗ gives fb. By this,

Lemma 4.3 and [FS21, Proposition VII.3.1], we have fb!Λ ∼= Λ[−2db] as a complex
of sheaves. Therefore the claim is reduced to the case where Λ = Z/ℓnZ by [FS21,
Proposition VII.3.1]. In this case, (4.1) and Lemma 2.1 imply that sb!Λ ∼= p∗b(δ

−1
b )[−2db].

Hence we obtain the claim.

Let θ ∈ L(F̆ ), and b ∈ G(F̆ ) the image of θ. Assume that the conjugate action of

νθ on Lie(U) is non-positive. Under this assumption, we have G̃b(S) = Qθ,S(X
alg
S ) for

S ∈ AffPerfk. We put
G̃>0

b,U(S) = (RuQθ,S)(X
alg
S )

for S ∈ AffPerfk. Then we have G̃b = G̃>0
b,U ⋊ L̃θ. We can view Gb(F ) as a subgroup

diamond of L̃θ via Gb(F ) ∼= Lθ(F ) ⊂ L̃θ.

Proposition 4.5. Consider fb,U : G̃
>0
b,U → ∗ with its right Gb(F )-action given by right

conjugation. Then fb,U !Λ ∼= Λ(δP,θ)[2dP,θ] as a sheaf with left Gb(F )-action.

Proof. This is proved in the same way as Proposition 4.4 using the natural morphisms

[∗/L̃θ] −→ [∗/G̃b] −→ [∗/L̃θ],

Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.9.

Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 are compatible with [Ham22, Proposition 11.3],
as well as compatible with [GI16, Lemma 4.18]4.

4There is currently a sign error in the arXiv verison of [GI16], but the corrected version is on the
website of the first author.
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Corollary 4.6. The following is true.

(1) The character κ appearing in [Ham22, Lemma 11.1] is isomorphic to δ−1
b .

(2) The character κ appearing in [GI16, Lemma 4.18 (2), Theorem 4.26] is equal to
δP,θ.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 respectively.

Proposition 4.1 also appeared in [Han23, Proposition 1.14], where an argument was
mentioned that used properties of the Fargues–Scholze local Langlands correspondence.
We now fill in the details and show that those properties are compatible with what we
have proved.

Another proof of Proposition 4.1. Let E be a finite extension of Qℓ with a fixed choice
of square root of q. In general, there does not exist a !-pushforward in the category of
lisse-étale E-sheaves. However, if ib : Bunb

G ↪→ BunG is an inclusion of HN-strata, this
follows from the discussion after [Ima19, Lemma 3.1].

As in the proof of [FS21, Proposition V.2.2], we recall that the map pb admits a section
sb, which is an iterated fibration in positive Banach–Colmez spaces of total dimension
db. Therefore, we have that sb!s

!
b(Λ) = Λ by Lemma 2.1. It follows that we have an

isomorphism
p!b(Λ)

∼= p∗b(κΛ)[−2db]

for some character κΛ : Gb(F ) → Λ∗ and Λ a torsion ring. It follows that p!b(E) ∈
Dlis(Bun

b
G, E) is given by p∗b(κE)[−2db] for a smooth character κE : Gb(F )→ E∗ (By the

definition of upper ! given above.).
We will now compute κE. Let’s consider some smooth irreducible representation ρ of

Gb(F ) on E-vector spaces with Fargues–Scholze parameter ϕ : WF → LGb(E) valued in
the L-group of Gb. By the definition of Gb, we have an embedding (Gb)F̆ ↪→ GF̆ , where
(Gb)F̆ is the centralizer of νb. This gives (Gb)F̂ ↪→ G

F̂
. We take a Borel pair (B, T )

of G
F̂
such that νb factors through T and νb is anti-dominant with respect to B. Then

(B ∩ (Gb)F̂ ), T ) is a Borel pair of (Gb)F̂ . This induces an embedding ηb : Ĝb ↪→ Ĝ, which

is independent of the choice of (B, T ). This gives the embedding ηb :
LGb → LG.

Let ib : Bunb
G ↪→ BunG be the inclusion of the HN-strata. We now use [FS21, Theo-

rem IX.7.2]. This tells us that the Fargues–Scholze parameter of ib! p
∗
b(ρ) is equal to the

composition

ϕ̃ : WF
ϕ−→ LGb(E)

ηtwb−−→ LG(E),

where ηtwb is the twisted embedding. In particular, this is defined by the map

Z1(WF , Ĝb)→ Z1(WF , Ĝ)

sending a 1-cocycle ϕ to the 1-cocycle

w 7→ ηb ◦ ((2ρ̂G − 2ρ̂Gb
)(
√
q)|w|ϕ(w)),

where | · | : WF → Z is the unramified character sending geometric Frobenius to 1. In
particular, if δb is the character of WF attached to δb under local class field theory. We

note that we have ηtwb (−) = ηb(−)⊗ δ
1/2

b .
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It follows by the cohomological smoothness of pb that we have an isomorphism
DBunG(i

b
! p

∗
b(ρ))

∼= ib∗p
!
b(ρ

∗) ∼= ib∗p
∗
b(ρ

∗ ⊗ κE), where DBunG denotes Verdier duality on
BunG and we have used [Ima19, Lemma 3.6] for the first isomorphism. By the com-
patibility of the Fargues–Scholze correspondence with smooth duality [FS21, Proposi-
tion IX.5.3], character twists, and local class field theory, as well as another application
of [FS21, Theorem IX.7.2], the Fargues–Scholze parameter of ib∗p

∗
b(ρ

∗ ⊗ κE) is given by
ηtwb ◦ (ϕ∨Gb ⊗ κE), where κE is the image of κE under the geometric normalization of

local class field theory, and (−)∨Gb is given by the Chevalley involution on Ĝb. On the
other hand, by compatibility of the Fargues–Scholze correspondence with Verdier duality
(Combine [FS21, Theorem IX.2.2] with Proposition 3.18 after extending E as necessary
so that we may use [FS21, Proposition VI.12.1]), it must also be given by (ηtwb ◦ ϕ)∨G ,

where ∨G is induced by the Chevalley involution on Ĝ. In summary, we have an equality

(ηtwb ◦ ϕ)∨G = ηtwb ◦ (ϕ∨Gb ⊗ κE)

of conjugacy classes of parameters. In particular, substituting in the relationship ηtwb (−) =
ηb(−)⊗ δ

1/2

b , we obtain that

((ηb ◦ ϕ)⊗ δ
1/2

b ))∨G = (ηb ◦ ϕ∨Gb )⊗ κE ⊗ δ
1/2

b

and the LHS identifies with (ηb ◦ ϕ∨Gb )⊗ δ−1/2

b . From here, we conclude that κE = δ−1
b ,

as desired. Now, to handle the case of a torsion coefficient system Λ, we can use that κE
is the base-change of an Ẑp-valued character κẐp , and that κΛ = κẐp ⊗Ẑp Λ, by definition
of p!b(E).

4.2 Harris–Viehmann conjecture

We show the Harris–Viehmann conjecture in the Hodge–Newton reducible case using
our results and results in [GI16]. We assume that Λ is a Zℓ-algebra in this subsection.

For a cocharacter µ of G, let Eµ denote the reflex field of µ. We take a Borel
pair (B, T ) of the quasi-split inner form of G. Let B− be the opposite Borel. Let

µ̂ ∈ X∗(T̂ )+,WEµ be the character determined by µ. For a finite separable extension E of

F in F , we put E ′
µ = E ·Eµ and ρµ,G,E = IndĜ⋊WE

B̂−⋊WE′
µ

µ̂, where we view µ̂ as a character

of B̂− ⋊WE′
µ
by extending it trivially on WE′

µ
. Let rµ,G,E be the image of the natural

morphism (ρ∗µ,G,E)
σ → ρµ,G,E, where σ is the Chevalley involution of Ĝ. We assume that

rµ,G,E is projective over Λ. This assumption is automatically satisfied if Λ = Qℓ,Zℓ,Fℓ

or µ is minuscule.
Let Div1E be the moduli of Cartier divisor of degree 1 on the Fargues–Fontaine curve

for E. We put
HckG,E = HckG×Div1F

Div1E .

We write Sµ,G,E for the sheaf on HckG,E determined from rµ,G,E via the geometric Satake
equivalence. We put S ′

µ,G,E = D(Sµ,G,E)
∨ as in [FS21, IX.2]. We consider the diagram

BunG HckG,E BunG×Div1E

BunG HckG BunG×Div1F .

h1,G,E h2,G,E

pE/F

h1,G h2,G
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We put Tµ,G,E(A) = h2,G,E♮(h
∗
1,G,E(A) ⊗ S ′

µ,G,E). We simply write Tµ,G for Tµ,G,F , and
omit G from the notation if it is clear from the context. This applies also for other
related notations.

Lemma 4.7. Let T be a torus over F , µ a cocharacter of T , E a finite separable
extension of F , and χ a character of T (F ). We have an isomorphism: Tµ,T,E(χ) ∼=
χ⊗ (rµ,T,E ◦ φχ|WE

).

Proof. Under the natural morphism HckT ×Div1F
× Div1E → HckT ×Div1F

× Div1E∩Eµ
, the

pullback of S ′
µ,T,E∩Eµ

is S ′
µ,T,E. Hence the claim is reduced to the case of E ∩Eµ. So we

may assume that E ⊂ Eµ.
We consider the diagram

BunTE
HckµTE

BunTE
×Div1E

BunT HckµT,E BunT ×Div1E

BunT HckµT BunT ×Div1F ,

pH,TE/T

h1,TE
h2,TE

pTE/T

pH,E/F

h1,T,E h2,T,E

pE/F

h1,T h2,T

where the right two squares are Cartesian. By p∗H,TE/T (S ′
µ,T,E)

∼= S ′
µ,TE

, we have

p∗TE/T (Tµ,T,E(χ))
∼= Tµ,TE

(χ ◦NT (E)/T (F )) ∼= (χ ◦NT (E)/T (F ))⊗ (rµ,TE
◦ φχ|WE

).

Hence, we have Tµ,T,E(χ) ∼= χ′ ⊗ (rµ,T,E ◦ φχ|WE
) for some character χ′ of T (F ). Since

E ⊂ Eµ, we have rµ,T = IndT̂⋊WF

T̂⋊WE
rµ,T,E. This implies S ′

µ,T
∼= pH,E/F♮(S ′

µ,T,E). Hence we

have pE/F♮(Tµ,T,E(χ)) ∼= Tµ,T (χ) ∼= χ⊗ (rµ,T ◦ φχ). Therefore, we obtain χ′ = χ.

Lemma 4.8. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of Artin v-stacks, A ∈ Dlis(X,Λ) and
B ∈ Dlis(Y,Λ). Assume that B is ℓ-cohomologically smooth locally constant. Then we
have (f∗A)⊗B ∼= f∗(A⊗ f ∗B).

Proof. Since we have a natural morphism (f∗A)⊗B → f∗(A⊗ f ∗B), it suffices to show
that this is an isomorphism ℓ-cohomologically smooth locally. We can check this by the
assumption on B and [Ima19, Lemma 1.6].

Lemma 4.9. Let b ∈ B(G) and A,B ∈ Dlis(BunG,Λ). Assume that B is ℓ-cohomologically
smooth locally constant. Then we have ib!(A⊗B) ∼= ib!A⊗ ib∗B.

Proof. We note that ib! ∼= ib∗(fib(id→ Rjb∗j
b∗)) by [Ima19, Lemma 3.8]. Hence the claim

follows from isomorphisms

ib∗Rjb∗j
b∗(A⊗B) ∼= ib∗Rjb∗(j

b∗A⊗ jb∗B)

∼= ib∗((Rjb∗j
b∗A)⊗B) ∼= (ib∗Rjb∗j

b∗A)⊗ ib∗B,

where we use Lemma 4.8 at the second isomorphism.

Let b, b′ ∈ B(G) and µ ∈ X∗(G). We define the cohomology of moduli spaces of
shtukas RΓc(Sht

µ
G,b,b′,K′) and RΓc(Sht

µ
G,b,b′), as in [Ima19, §3].

For a character χ of Gab(F ), we write χb for the character of Gb(F ) determined by
χ and Gb(F )→ Gab

bab
(F ) = Gab(F ).
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Proposition 4.10. Let χ be a character of Gab(F ). Let χµ be the character of WEµ

determined by the L-parameter of χ and µ. We have

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ⊗ χb)

∼= lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)⊗ χb′ ⊗ χµ.

Proof. We put G0 = G × Gab. Then the natural homomorphism G → G0 and the
projection G0 → G gives the diagram

BunG Hck≤µ
G BunG×Div1F

BunG0 Hck≤µ0

G0
BunG0 ×Div1F

Hck≤µ
G BunG×Div1F .

πB πH

h1 h2

π

π0,H

h0,1 h0,2

π0

h2

(4.2)

The lower right square in (4.2) is Cartesian because the natural map

Hck≤µab

Gab → BunGab ×Div1F

is an isomorphim. Hence the upper right square is also Cartesin since π0◦π and π0,H◦πH
are the identity.

Let µ0 and µab be the cocharacters of G0 and Gab determined by µ. Then we have

Tµ(π
∗
BA0) ∼= h2♮((π

∗
Hh

∗
0,1A0)⊗ S ′

µ)
∼= h2♮(π

∗
H(h

∗
0,1A0 ⊗ S ′

µ0
)) ∼= π∗Tµ0(A0) (4.3)

using [FS21, Proposition VII.3.1]. We have the diagram

BunG0 HckG0,Eµ BunG0 ×Div1Eµ

BunG×BunGab HckG×HckGab,Eµ
BunG×Div1F ×BunGab ×Div1Eµ

,

∼

h0,1,Eµ h0,2,Eµ

∆D

h1×hab
1,Eµ

h2×hab
2,Eµ

(4.4)
where ∆D is induced by the diagonal morphism Div1Eµ

→ Div1Eµ
×Div1Eµ

together with

the projection Div1Eµ
→ Div1F and the other morphisms are natural ones. The right

square in (4.4) is Cartesian. Let

HckG0 HckG0,Eµ HckGab,Eµ

HckG

pH,G,Eµ/E

pH,Eµ/E p
H,Gab

be the natural projections. Then we have

p∗H,Eµ/E(S
′
µ0,G0

) ∼= p∗H,G,Eµ/E(S
′
µ,G)⊗ p∗H,Gab(S ′

µab,Gab,Eµ
)
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since

rµ0,G0 |Ĝ0⋊WEµ

∼= (IndĜ0⋊WF

Ĝ0⋊WEµ

rµ0,G0,Eµ)|Ĝ0⋊WEµ

∼= (IndĜ0⋊WF

Ĝ0⋊WEµ

(rµ,G,Eµ ⊗ rµab,Gab,Eµ
))|Ĝ0⋊WEµ

∼= (IndĜ0⋊WF

Ĝ0⋊WEµ

rµ,G,Eµ)|Ĝ0⋊WEµ
⊗ rµab,Gab,Eµ

∼= rµ,G|Ĝ0⋊WEµ
⊗ rµab,Gab,Eµ

.

Therefore, we have

p∗Eµ/FTµ0(A× A′) ∼= ∆∗
D(Tµ(A)× Tµab,Eµ

(A′)) (4.5)

using [FS21, Proposition VII.3.1]. By Lemma 4.7, we have

ib
′ab∗Tµab,Eµ

ib
ab

∗ [χb] ∼= χb′ ⊗ χµ. (4.6)

Let b0 and b′0 be the image of b and b′ in G0. We show that

ib∗[ρ⊗ χb] ∼= π∗
Bi

b0
∗ [ρ× χ]. (4.7)

We take a compact open subgroup K of Gab(F ) such that χ is trivial on K. We put

Bunbab

G := (BunG×Bunbab

Gab)×BunG0
BunG

and consider the diagaram

Bunb
G Bunbab

G

Bunb
G×Bunbab

Gab BunG×Bunbab

Gab

Bunb
G×[∗/(Gab(F )/K)] BunG×[∗/(Gab(F )/K)]

πb
B

ib,b
ab

πbab

B

πb
K

ib0,b
ab

πbab

K

i
b0
K

(4.8)

given by the natural morphisms. Both squares in (4.8) are Cartesian. In the Cartesian
squares

∗ ×[∗/(Gab(F )/K)] Bun
bab

G Bunbab

G

BunG BunG×[∗/(Gab(F )/K)]

∗ [∗/(Gab(F )/K)],

π′ πbab

K ◦πbab

B

the morphism π′ is equal to

∗ ×[∗/(Gab(F )/K)] Bun
bab

G −→ Bunbab

G ↪→ BunG,
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where the second morphism is the natural open and closed immersion. Hence πbab

K ◦πbab

B is
ℓ-cohomologically smooth since ∗ → [∗/(Gab(F )/K)] is ℓ-cohomologically smooth. Since

BunG×Bunbab

Gab ↪→ BunG0 is an open and closed immersion, to show (4.7), it suffices to
show

ib,b
ab

∗ πb∗
B [ρ× χ] ∼= πbab∗

B ib0,b
ab

∗ [ρ× χ].
Let [χ]K be the sheaf on [∗/(Gab(F )/K)] determined by χ. Then we have

ib,b
ab

∗ πb∗
B [ρ× χ] ∼= ib,b

ab

∗ (πb
K ◦ πb

B)
∗([ρ]× [χ]K)

∼= (πbab

K ◦ πbab

B )∗ib0K∗([ρ]× [χ]K)

∼= (πbab

K ◦ πbab

B )∗(ib0K∗([ρ]× [1]K)⊗ ([1]× [χ]K))

∼= (πbab

K ◦ πbab

B )∗(ib∗[ρ]× [χ]K)

∼= πbab∗
B (ib∗[ρ]× [χ]) ∼= πbab∗

B ib0,b
ab

∗ [ρ× χ],

where we use [Ima19, Lemma 1.6] at the second isomorphism, Lemma 4.8 at the third
isomorphism, the ℓ-cohomologically smoothness of [∗/(Gab(F )/K)] → ∗ and [Ima19,
Lemma 1.6] at the fourth isomorphism. Thus we have proved (4.7). Let

πEµ : BunG×Div1Eµ
→ BunG0 ×Div1Eµ

be the base change of π and

πab,Eµ : BunG×Div1Eµ
→ BunGab ×Div1Eµ

the natural morphism. Then we have

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ⊗ χb) ∼= ib

′!p∗Eµ/FTµi
b
∗[ρ⊗ χb](δb′)[2db′ ]

∼= ib
′!p∗Eµ/FTµπ

∗
Bi

b0
∗ [ρ× χ](δb′)[2db′ ]

∼= ib
′!p∗Eµ/Fπ

∗Tµ0i
b0
∗ [ρ× χ](δb′)[2db′ ]

∼= ib
′!π∗

Eµ
∆∗

D(Tµi
b
∗[ρ]× Tµab,Eµ

ib
ab

∗ [χ])(δb′)[2db′ ]

∼= (ib
′!p∗Eµ/FTµi

b
∗[ρ])(δb′)[2db′ ]⊗ ib

′∗π∗
ab,Eµ

Tµab,Eµ
ib

ab

∗ [χ]

∼= (ib
′!p∗Eµ/FTµi

b
∗[ρ])(δb′)[2db′ ]⊗ χb′ ⊗ χµ

∼= lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)⊗ χb′ ⊗ χµ,

where we use Proposition 4.4 at the first and last isomorphism, and (4.7), (4.3), (4.5),
Lemma 4.9 and (4.6) at the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth isomorphisms respec-
tively.

Assume that F is p-adic, G is quasi-split, ([b], [b′], µ) is Hodge–Newton reducible
([GI16, Definition 4.5]) for L with reductions [θ], [θ′] ∈ B(L) of b and b′ to B(L), and b′

is basic. We assume that L ⊃ Lb and P = LP b,−. We sometimes view δP,θ : Lθ(F )→ Λ×

as a character of Gb(F ) via Gb(F ) ∼= Lθ(F ). Let P ′ be the parabolic subgroup of
Gb′ corresponding to P ⊂ G. We note that the Levi subgroup of P ′ corresponding to
L ⊂ P is Lθ′ . Let S̊ht

µ

G,b,b′ be the open subspace of ShtµG,b,b′ defined by the condition that
modification is equal to µ.
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Proposition 4.11. We have an isomorphism

RΓc(S̊ht
µ

G,b,b′)
∼= Ind

Gb′ (F )

P ′(F ) RΓc(S̊ht
µ

L,θ,θ′)⊗ δP,θ ⊗ || · ||−
dP,θ
2 [dP,θ]

which is compatible with the actions of Gb(F ) ∼= Lθ(F ) and WEµ.

Proof. This follows from [GI16, Corollary 4.14, Proposition 4.24] and Corollary 4.6, as
in the proof of [GI16, Theorem 4.26]. In particular, we note that we have isomorphisms

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RΓc(S̊ht
µ

G,b,b′,K′ ,Λ[dµ](
dµ
2
)) ≃ RΓc(S̊ht

µ

G,b,b′),

since the restriction of the sheaf Sµ,G,E to the locally closed substack of HckG,µ,E parametriz-

ing modifications of meromorphy exactly equal to µ identifies with Λ[dµ](
dµ
2
), by defini-

tion (cf. [FS21, Proposition VI.7.5]). Here dµ := ⟨2ρG, µ⟩, where ρG is the half sum of
all positive roots. The LHS is in turn isomorphic to

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RΓc(S̊ht
µ

G,b,b′,K′ ,Λ)[dµ]⊗ || · ||
dµ
2 .

Similarly, we have an identification

lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

RΓc(S̊ht
µ

L,θ,θ′,K′ ,Λ)[dµL
]⊗ || · ||

dµL
2 ≃ RΓc(S̊ht

µ

L,θ,θ′).

Then, using the identity dP,θ = dµL
− dµ, we deduce the claimed relationship from the

analysis in [GI16].

Theorem 4.12. Assume that µ is minuscule. Let ρ be a smooth representation of Gb(F ).
We view ρ also as a representation of Lθ(F ) via the canonical isomorphism Gb

∼= Lθ.
We have

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)

∼= Ind
Gb′ (F )

P ′(F ) lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

RHomLθ(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′,K′), ρ)⊗ || · ||−

dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ].

In particular, we have∑
i,j

(−1)i+j[ lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

ExtjGb(F )(H
i
c(Sht

µ
G,b,b′,K′ ,Λ), ρ)]

= Ind
Gb′ (F )

P ′(F )

∑
i,j

(−1)i+j[ lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

ExtjLθ(F )(H
i
c(Sht

µ
L,θ,θ′,K′ ,Λ), ρ)⊗ || · ||−dP,θ ]

in the Grothendieck group of finite length admissible representations.
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Proof. We have

lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)

∼= RHomGb(F )( lim−→
K′⊂Gb′ (F )

RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′,K′), ρ)

sm

∼= RHomGb(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
G,b,b′), ρ)

sm

∼= RHomLθ(F )(Ind
Gb′ (F )

P ′(F ) RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′)⊗ δP,θ ⊗ || · ||

−
dP,θ
2 [dP,θ], ρ)

sm

∼= RHomLθ(F )(Ind
Gb′ (F )

P ′(F ) RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′), ρ⊗ δ

−1
P,θ)

sm ⊗ || · ||
dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ]

∼= Ind
Gb′ (F )

P ′(F ) RHomLθ(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′), ρ⊗ δ

−1
P,θ)

sm ⊗ δP ′ ⊗ || · ||
dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ],

where we use Proposition 4.11 at the third isomorphism. Further we have

RHomLθ(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′), ρ⊗ δ

−1
P,θ)

sm ⊗ δP ′ ⊗ || · ||
dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ]

∼= RHomLθ(F )( lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′,K′), ρ⊗ δ−1

P,θ)
sm ⊗ δP ′ ⊗ || · ||

dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ]

∼= lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

RHomLθ(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′,K′), ρ⊗ δ−1

P,θ)⊗ δP ′ ⊗ || · ||
dP,θ
2 [−dP,θ]

∼= lim−→
K′⊂Lθ′ (F )

RHomLθ(F )(RΓc(Sht
µ
L,θ,θ′,K′), ρ)⊗ (δ−1

P,θ′ ⊗ δP ′)⊗ || · ||
dP,θ
2

−⟨ξP ,µab⟩[−dP,θ],

where we use Proposition 4.10 at the last isomorphism. We have δP,θ′ = δP ′ as repre-

sentations of Lθ′(F ) because (Lθ′)
ab(F ) ∼= Lab(F )

δP−→ Λ× is equal to δP ′ . We have also
dP,θ = ⟨ξP , θ̄⟩ = ⟨ξP , µab⟩. Therefore we obtain the claim.

4.3 Geometric Eisenstein series

We again consider the diagram

BunP BunG

BunL,

pP

qP

and attach to it the unnormalized Eisenstein functor

EisGP (−) := pP !q
∗
P (−)[dim(BunP )] : D(BunL)→ D(BunG),

where dim(BunP ) : |BunP | → Z records the ℓ-cohomological dimension of the coho-
mologically smooth v-stack BunP over the base. We saw in Proposition 3.5 that this
constant on each connected component indexed by θ ∈ B(L)basic with value equal to
dP,θ = ⟨ξP , θ⟩, where we recall θ ∈ B(Lab)basic ∼= X∗(L

ab
F
)ΓF

is the corresponding ele-
ment.

We assume now that Λ admits a square root of q, which we now fix. This allows us
to make the following definition.
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Definition 4.13. We define the sheaf ICBunP := q∗P (∆
1/2
P )[dim(BunP )] ∈ D(BunP ),

where ∆
1/2
P ∈ D(BunL) is the pullback of the sheaf on BunLab whose value on each

connected component is given by δ
1/2

P

We note the following corollary of Theorem 3.19.

Corollary 4.14. The sheaf ICBunP on BunP is Verdier self-dual.

In particular, this motivates the morally correct definition of the Eisenstein functor.

Definition 4.15. We define the normalized Eisenstein functor to be

nEisGP : D(BunL)→ D(BunG)

A 7→ pP !(q
∗
P (A)⊗ ICBunP ).

Remark 4.16. We note that we have an isomorphism nEisP (−) ∼= EisP (− ⊗ ∆
1/2
P ),

which is analogous to the relationship between normalized and unnormalized parabolic
induction.

We write EisGP (−) =
⊕

θ∈B(L)basic
EisG,θ

P (−) and nEisGP (−) =
⊕

θ∈B(L)basic
nEisG,θ

P (−)
for the direct sum decompositions induced by Corollary 3.6. These functors are compat-
ible with inclusions of parabolics in the obvious sense.

Lemma 4.17. Let P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ G be an inclusion of parabolic subgroups with Levi factors
L1 and L2. We write P1 ∩L2 for the image of P1 under the composition P1 ⊂ P2 ↠ L2.
We have a natural equivalence

nEisGP2
◦ nEisL2

P1∩L2
(−) ∼= nEisGP1

(−)

of objects in D(BunG).
More precisely, given θ1 ∈ B(L1)basic ∼= π1(L1)ΓF

and θ2 ∈ B(L2)basic ∼= π2(L2)ΓF
, we

have that
nEisG,θ2

P2
◦ nEisL2,θ1

P1∩L2
(−) ∼= 0

unless θ2 is the image of θ1 under the natural map π1(L1)ΓF
→ π1(L2)ΓF

. In this case,
we have that

nEisG,θ2
P2
◦ nEisL2,θ1

P1∩L2
(−) ∼= nEisG,θ1

P1
(−).

The analogous claim also holds for the unnormalized functors.

Proof. We treat the case of the normalized functors, with the case of the unnormalized
functors being strictly easier.

It is easy to see that
nEisG,θ2

P2
◦ nEisL2,θ1

P1∩L2
(−) ∼= 0

unless θ2 is the image of θ1. In particular, the image of Bun
(θ1)
P1∩L2

under pP1∩L2 will be

supported on the connected component Bun
(θ2)
L2

, where θ2 is the image of θ1. We assume
that θ1 and θ2 are of this form for the rest of the proof.

The key point can be found in the proof of [CFS21, Lemma 6.4]. We recall this now.
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For S ∈ AffPerfk and a G-bundle Ealg on Xalg
S which we identify with its geometric

realization, consider the natural map

Ealg/P1 → Ealg/P2

of schemes overXalg
S . This map is a locally trivially fibration with fiber P2/P1 = L2/(P1∩

L2).
If we are given a P2-structure EalgP2

on Ealg then this corresponds to a section Xalg
S →

Ealg/P2, and if we pullback along the previous fibration then the pullback is the same as

EalgP2
×P2 L2/(P1 ∩ L2)→ Xalg

S .

It follows that, for a fixed G-bundle Ealg on Xalg
S , we have an equivalence between

(1) P1-structures on Ealg,

(2) a P2-structure on E together with a P1 ∩ L2-structure on EalgP2
×P2 L2.

In particular, we obtain a map q : BunP1 → BunP1∩L2 . This fits into a commutative
diagram

BunP1 BunP2 BunG

BunP1∩L2 BunL2

BunL1 ,

p

q

qP1

pP1

pP2

qP2

qP1∩L2

pP1∩L2

where top left square is Cartesian by the previous equivalence. Restricting to connected
components this gives

Bun
(θ1)
P1

Bun
(θ2)
P2

BunG

Bun
(θ1)
P1∩L2

Bun
(θ2)
L2

Bun
(θ1)
L1

.

p

q

q
(θ1)
P1

p
(θ1)
P1

p
(θ2)
P2

q
(θ2)
P2

q
(θ1)
P1∩L2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2

It follows that, for all A ∈ D(BunL1), we have that

nEisG,θ
P1

(A) ∼= p
(θ1)
P1!

q
(θ1)∗
P1

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δ
1/2

P1
))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩]

∼= p
(θ2)
P2!

p!q
∗q

(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δ
1/2

P1
))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩]

∼= p
(θ2)
P2!

q
(θ2)∗
P2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2!

q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δ
1/2

P1
))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩],
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where the last isomorphism follows from proper base-change and

q
(θ1)
L1

: Bun
(θ1)
L1
→ Bunθ

Lab
1

∼= [∗/Lab
1 (F )]

is the natural map. We now note that we have an equality

⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩ = ⟨ξP2 , θ2⟩+ ⟨ξP1∩L2 , θ1⟩.

Indeed, this follows from breaking up ξP1 in terms of the sum of roots that come from P2

and the sum of roots that come from P1∩L2. Similarly, we have an equality of characters
of Lab

1 (F ):
δP1 = δP1∩L2 ⊗ δP2 |Lab

1 (F ).

To deal with the modulus character twists, consider the following commutative dia-
gram

Bun
(θ1)
P1∩L2

Bun
(θ2)
L2

Bun
(θ1)
L1

[
∗/Lab

1 (F )
] [

∗/Lab
2 (F )

]
.

q
(θ1)
P1∩L2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2

q
(θ2)
L2

q
(θ1)
L1

r

This tells us that nEisG,θ
P1

(A) is isomorphic to

nEisG,θ
P1

(A)

∼= p
(θ2)
P2!

q
(θ2)∗
P2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2!

q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δ
1/2

P1
))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩],

∼= p
(θ2)
P2!

q
(θ2)∗
P2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2!

(q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δP1∩L2 ⊗ r∗(δP2)))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩]
∼= p

(θ2)
P2!

q
(θ2)∗
P2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2!

(q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δP1∩L2))⊗ q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

q
(θ1)∗
L1

r∗(δP2)))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩]
∼= p

(θ2)
P2!

q
(θ2)∗
P2

p
(θ1)
P1∩L2!

(q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δP1∩L2))⊗ p
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

q
(θ2)∗
L2

(δP2)))[⟨ξP1 , θ1⟩]
∼= p

(θ2)
P2!

q
(θ2)∗
P2

(p
(θ1)
P1∩L2!

(q
(θ1)∗
P1∩L2

(A⊗ q
(θ1)∗
L1

(δP1∩L2)[⟨ξP1∩L2 , θ1⟩]))⊗ q
(θ2)∗
L2

(δP2))[⟨ξP2 , θ2⟩]
∼= nEisG,θ2

P2
◦ nEisL2,θ1

P1∩L2
(A),

as desired. Here we have used projection formula in the fifth isomorphism.

We assume from now on that the group G is quasi-split with a choice of Borel B ⊂ G
unless otherwise stated. We will need the following notation.

(1) Let J denote the set of vertices in the (relative) Dynkin diagram. For each i ∈ J ,
we write αi for the corresponding (reduced) simple root. For a Levi subgroup L,
we let JL ⊂ J denote the corresponding subset.

(2) For a Levi subgroup L ⊂ G, we write JG,L := J \ JL.

(3) Let WG denote the relative Weyl group of G.

We have the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.18. Let w(L) and w(P ) denote the conjugates of the Levi and parabolic under

some element w ∈ WG. We write w : BunL

∼=−→ Bunw(L) for the map induced by the
isomorphism L ∼= w(L). Then, for all A ∈ D(BunL), there is a natural isomorphism

nEisGP (A)
∼= nEisGw(P )(w∗(A))

of objects in D(BunG), and similarly for the unnormalized functors.

Proof. We note that w∗(∆P ) ∼= ∆w(P ), and, for all θ ∈ B(L)basic, we have that ⟨ξP , θ⟩ =
⟨ξw(P ), w(θ)⟩. Therefore, we reduce to showing that

pP !q
∗
P (A)

∼= pw(P )!q
∗
w(P )(w∗(A)).

We write wP : BunP

∼=−→ Bunw(P ) for the map induced by the isomorphism P ∼= w(P ).
We have a commutative diagram

BunP Bunw(P ) BunG

BunL Bunw(L) .

wP

pP

qP

pw(P )

qw(P )

w

Using the isomorphisms w∗w∗(A) ∼= A and w∗
PwP∗(A) ∼= A coming from adjunction, we

write

pP !q
∗
P (A)

∼= pP !q
∗
Pw

∗w∗(A)
∼= pw(P )!wP∗w

∗
Pq

∗
w(P )w∗(A)

∼= pw(P )!q
∗
w(P )w∗(A),

as desired.

In general the values of these geometric Eisenstein functors are very complicated and
difficult to compute (See for example [Han23, Example 3.3.2]), but there are certain
simple contributions coming from the split reductions. This is the locus of BunP coming
from the image of the natural section

sP : BunL → BunP

of qP induced by the inclusion L ⊂ P . To understand this, we need to understand the
topological image of the composition pP ◦ sP : BunL → BunG. For our calculation, we
will restrict to the locus given by the semistable bundles.

Definition 4.19. We define B(G)L, the set of L-reducible elements, to be the image
Im(iL : B(L)basic → B(G)) =: B(G)L of the map induced by the inclusion L ⊂ G.

We will now study the set B(G)L and its properties. We let ∆G,L be the set of relative
simple roots αi, for i ∈ JG,L := J \ JL.

Let X∗(L
ab
F
)+ΓF
⊂ X∗(L

ab
F
)ΓF

be the subset of elements which pair non-negatively with

the image of ∆G,L under the identification X∗(AL)Q ≃ X∗(Lab
F
)ΓF
Q . We say an element
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θ ∈ B(L)basic such that θ lies in X∗(L
ab
F
)+ΓF

is dominant, and if it lies in the space which
pairs non-positively with the image of ∆G,L then we say that it is HN-dominant.

For b ∈ B(G)L, we consider the set WL,b := W [L,Lb] as defined in [BMO22, Sec-
tion 5.3]. This will be identified with the set of elements in WG such that

w(L) ⊂ Lb, w(L ∩B) ⊂ B, w−1(Lb ∩B) ⊂ B,

where Lb denotes the centralizer of the slope homomorphism of b ∈ B(G). We now want
to relate this Weyl group to the fibers of the map iL : B(L)basic → B(G). We begin with
some preparations.

Lemma 4.20. Assume that b ∈ B(G) is basic.

(1) The inclusion L ⊂ P induces B(L) ∼= B(P ).

(2) The parabolic subgroup P of G transfer to a parabolic subgroup of Gb under the
inner twisting if and only if b admits a reduction to L.

Proof. The claim (1) follows from [Kot97, 1.4, 3.6]. The claim (2) follows from the claim
(1) and [CFS21, Page 259].

Lemma 4.21. Let G be a connected reductive group over a field F . We fix a maximal
split torus S and a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 containing S. Let WG be the relative
Weyl group of G with respect to S. Let P and Q be standard parabolic subgroups of G
with standard Levi subgroups L and M , respectively, with respect to P0 and S. We put

S(L,M) := {g ∈ G(F ) | gLg−1 ∩M contains a maximal split torus of G.}

Then we have a natural bijection

WM\WG/WL
∼= M(F )\S(L,M)/L(F ).

Proof. The map is given by taking a representative of an element of WG in NG(S)(F ).
The map is surjective since any maximal split tori are rationally conjugate. By [BT65,
5.20 Corollaire], the composition

WM\WG/WL →M(F )\S(L,M)/L(F )→ Q(F )\G(F )/P (F )

is a bijection. Therefore, the first surjective map is also bijective.

Lemma 4.22. Let G be a connected reductive group over a field F . Let P be a parabolic
subgroup of G with a Levi subgroup L. Then the inclusions L ⊂ P ⊂ G induces

H1(F,L) ∼= H1(F, P ) ↪→ H1(F,G).

Proof. The injectivity of the second map follows from [BT65, 4.13 Théorème] (cf. [Ser94,
Page 136, Excercise 1]). The map H1(F, P ) → H1(F,L) induced by the natural pro-
jection P → L is injective by H1(F,Ru(P )) = 1 and a torsion argument. This map is
surjective too since P → L has a splitting L ⊂ P . Hence the first map in the claim is
bijective.

We now work again with our fixed quasi-split G. We recall again that b admits a
reduction to a basic element bLb ∈ B(Lb)basic such that bLb ∈ X∗(L

b
F
)+ΓF

. We now have
the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.23. For every element b ∈ B(G)L, there exists an injective map of sets

i−1
L (b)→ WL,b

θ 7→ wθ

that sends θ to the unique wθ such that wθ(θ) ∈ X∗(wθ(L)
ab)ΓF

is dominant. It follows
that wθ(θ) ∈ B(wθ(L))basic is a reduction of bLb ∈ B(Lb)basic to B(wθ(L)). Moreover, the
image of this map is given by the set of w ∈ WL,b such that w(L) ⊂ Lb transfers to a
Levi subgroup of (Lb)b

Lb
under the inner twisting.

Proof. We first start by constructing the map and showing it has the desired properties.
By [BZ76, Lemma 2.11], we have a bijection

WL,b
∼= WLb\W (L,Lb)/WL,

where W (L,Lb) := {w ∈ WG | w(L) ⊂ Lb}. By Lemma 4.21, we deduce that this is
isomorphic to

Lb(F )\I(L,Lb)/L(F ),

where
I(L,Lb) := {g ∈ G(F ) | gLg−1 ⊂ Lb}.

Now, given θ ∈ i−1
L (b), we let Lθ denote the G-centralizer of the slope homomorphism,

and let P θ be the standard parabolic with Levi factor Lθ. Since θ maps to b, there exists
gθ ∈ G(F ) such that gθ(P

θ, Lθ)g−1
θ = (P b, Lb). We note that L ⊂ Lθ by definition,

and therefore it follows that gθ ∈ I(L,Lb). We now simply let wθ denote the element
corresponding to gθ under the equivalence

WL,b
∼= Lb(F )\I(L,Lb)/L(F ),

described above5. We note, by construction, we have an equality of slope polygons
νb

Lb
= νb = νwθ(θ) as elements in X∗(TF )

Γ
Q.

Now if we let Pwθ denote the standard parabolic with Levi factor wθ(L). We consider
the parabolic structures Eb

Lb
×Lb

P b and Ewθ(θ)×wθ(L)Pwθ on theG-bundle Eb. It follows by
[Sch15, Theorem 4.1] and the aforementioned equality of slope polygons that Eb

Lb
×Lb

P b

is obtained by extension of structure group along the inclusion Pwθ ⊂ P b. Therefore,
wθ(θ) is a reduction of bLb to B(wθ(L)), as desired.

We now show the injectivity of the map. Suppose we have elements θ and θ′ such
that wθ = wθ′ = w. Then wθ(θ) and wθ′(θ

′) are both reductions of bLb to B(w(L))basic.
We claim that wθ(θ) = wθ′(θ

′), which implies that θ = θ′.
Since (w(L))wθ(θ) is isomorphic to a Levi M of (Lb)b

Lb
, we have a commutative dia-

gram

B(w(L)) B(M)

B(Lb) B((Lb)b
Lb
).

∼

∼

5Another way of describing wθ is as the generic relative position of the two reductions EL ×L P and

ELb ×Lb

P b of E , as in [Sch15, Lemma 4.1]
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Hence we can reduce the problem to showing that the map B(M)→ B((Lb)b
Lb
) is injec-

tive on the slope 0 elements. In other words, the map π1(M)ΓF ,tors → π1((L
b)b

Lb
)ΓF ,tors is

injective (where we have used the commutative diagram (2) in [RR96, Theorem 1.15]).
However, by [RR96, Theorem 1.15], this identifies with the map on Galois Cohomology
H1(ΓF ,M)→ H1(ΓF , (L

b)b
Lb
), and this is injective by Lemma 4.22.

We saw in the previous paragraph that the map i−1
L (b) ↪→ WL,b takes values in the

set of elements w ∈ WL,b such that w(L) ⊂ Lb transfers to (Lb)b
Lb
. Conversely, if we

are given such an element w ∈ WL,b then, by Lemma 4.20, the element bLb admits a
reduction to θ′ ∈ B(w(L))basic, where we note that this element is necessarily basic since
bLb is. Then w−1(θ′) ∈ B(L)basic is an element in i−1(b) whose attached Weyl group
element is w, as desired.

We will also need the following result.

Lemma 4.24. An element b ∈ B(G) lies in B(G)L if and only if there exists w ∈ WL,b

such that the parabolic w(P )∩Lb of Lb transfers to a parabolic subgroup Qb,w ⊂ Gb under
the inner twisting. More precisely, if θ maps to b ∈ B(G) with corresponding Weyl group
element wθ as in the previous lemma then wθ(P ) ∩ Lb transfers to a parabolic subgroup
of Gb. Moreover, for every element θ ∈ B(L)basic mapping to b, the Levi factor of Qb,wθ

is equal to wθ(L)wθ(θ).

Proof. This follows from combining Lemma 4.23 with Lemma 4.20 applied to the basic
reduction bLb of b by using the isomorphism (Lb)b

Lb
∼= Gb, as seen in the previous

argument.

We now turn to computing our Eisenstein functors. Let’s start with the simplest
possible case.

Lemma 4.25. Suppose that θ ∈ B(L)basic with image b ∈ B(G)L satisfies ⟨ξP , θ⟩ = 0.
It follows that b is basic, so in particular WL,b is trivial, and we have that

EisG,θ
P (iθ! (A))

∼= ib! (Ind
Gb(F )
Qb(F )(A))

nEisG,θ
P (iθ! (A))

∼= ib! (i
Gb(F )
Qb(F )(A)),

where Qb := Qb,1 is the transfer of P ⊂ G to Gb, as in Lemma 4.24.

Proof. The second isomorphism follows from the first using the relationship

nEisG,θ
P (iθ! (A))|BunbG

∼= EisG,θ
P (iθ! (A⊗ δ

1/2
P,θ )),

as in Remark 4.16. To prove the first isomorphism, by an application of proper base-
change we are interested in computing p!q

∗(A), as in the diagram

Bunθ
P BunG

Bunθ
L
∼= [∗/Lθ(F )].

p

q

Note that, since θ maps to b, we have an equality: ⟨ξP , θ⟩ = ⟨2ρG, νb⟩ = 0, so in particular
b must be basic. By a standard argument with HN-slopes (See for example the proof
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of [Ham22, Lemma 9.3]), it follows that the topological image of the map p must be
just Bunb

G. Moreover, if we look at the space Bunθ
P and use Lemma 3.7, we see that

all the vector bundles Lie(U)αi,θ are semistable of slope 0. Using this, we deduce an
isomorphism Bunθ

P
∼= [∗/Qb(F )]. Therefore, the previous diagram just becomes

[
∗/Qb(F )

] [
∗/Gb(F )

]
∼= Bunb

G BunG

[
∗/Lθ(F )

]
,

p

q

ib

where p and q are induced by the natural maps of groups. If ρ is a smooth representation
of Lθ(F ), we note that p!q

∗(ρ) will be identified with the set of compactly supported
functions on Gb(F ) whose supports are compact in Gb(F )/Qb(F ), and which transform
under the right translation action of Qb(F ) by the action of ρ inflated to Qb(F ), which

is Ind
Gb(F )
Qb(F )(ρ), by definition. Using the exactness of Ind

Gb(F )
Qb(F )(−), we can further deduce

that p!q
∗(A) ∼= Ind

Gb(F )
Qb(F )(A) for all A ∈ D(Lθ(F ),Λ), as desired.

With this warmup out of the way, we come to the following more general claim.

Theorem 4.26. For all θ ∈ B(L)basic mapping to b ∈ B(G) with attatched Weyl group
element wθ ∈ WL,b, as in Lemma 4.23, we consider A ∈ D(Lθ(F ),Λ) and write wθ∗(A) ∈
D(wθ(L)wθ(θ)(F ),Λ) for the image under the equivalence of categories induced by the
isomorphism Lθ

∼= wθ(L)w(θ). We have an isomorphism

nEisG,θ
P (iθ! (A))|BunbG

∼= i
Gb(F )
Qb,wθ

(F )(wθ∗(A))⊗ δ−1/2
b [−⟨2ρG, νb⟩]

in D(Bunb
G), where Qb,wθ

is as in Lemma 4.24. Moreover, if θ is HN-dominant then this
defines an isomorphism

nEisG,θ
P (iθ! (A))

∼= ib! (i
Gb(F )
Qb,wθ

(F )(wθ∗(A))⊗ δ−1/2
b )[−⟨2ρG, νb⟩]

of objects in D(Bunb
G)
∼= D(Gb(F ),Λ).

Proof. The second claim follows immediately from the first by noting that, in the case
that θ is HN-dominant, the space Bunθ

P is a classifying stack given by the point defined
by the split reduction quotiented out by the torsor. In particular, its topological image
under pP is just b.

For the first claim, we set w := wθ. By applying Lemma 4.18, we reduce to computing

nEis
G,w(θ)
w(P ) (i

w(θ)
! (w∗(A)).

We let P b be the standard Levi subgroup with Levi factor Lb given by the centralizer
of the slope homomorphism of b. We let bLb ∈ B(Lb)basic be the canonical dominant
reduction.

By definition of wθ = w, we have that w(L) ⊂ Lb. We let P b,w be the unique
parabolic subgroup whose Levi factor is equal to Lb and contains w(P ). In other words,
the standard parabolic with Levi factor Lb and defined with respect to the Borel w(B).
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The element w(θ) maps under the natural composition B(w(L))basic ∼= π1(w(L))ΓF
→

π1(L
b)ΓF

∼= B(Lb)basic to the dominant reduction bLb of b ∈ B(G)L, using the second
part of Lemma 4.23. Therefore it follows, by applying Lemma 4.17, that we can rewrite
this as

nEis
G,b

Lb

P b,w ◦ nEisL
b,w(θ)

w(P )∩Lb(i
w(θ)
! (w∗(A))).

By Lemma 4.25, this is isomorphic to

nEis
G,b

Lb

P b,w (i
b
Lb

! (i
Gb(F )
Qb,w(F )(w∗(A))).

Therefore, we have reduced to showing the following.

Lemma 4.27. For all A ∈ D(Gb(F ),Λ) ∼= D(Bun
b
Lb

Lb ), we have an isomorphism

nEis
G,b

Lb

P b,w (i
b
Lb

! (A))|BunbG
∼= A⊗ δ−1/2

b [−⟨2ρG, νb⟩]

of objects in D(Gb(F ),Λ) ∼= D(Bunb
G).

Proof. Let U b, U b,−, U b,w denote the unipotent radical of P b, P b,−, P b,w, respectively.
We write Bunθ,b

P b,w for the preimage of Bunb
G
∼= [∗/G̃b] along the map Bunθ

P b,w → BunG

induced by pP b,w . Two applications of proper base-change tell us that we are tasked with
computing

p!q
∗(A⊗ δ1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
)[⟨ξP b,w , bLb⟩],

with maps as in the diagram

Bun
b
Lb ,b

P b,w

[
∗/G̃b

]
∼= Bunb

G

Bun
b
Lb

Lb
∼=
[
∗/Gb(F )

]
.

p

q

We look at Bun
b
Lb ,b

P b,w,∗, the fiber of q over ∗ → [∗/Gb(F )]. This defines a closed subspace

of Bun
b
Lb

P b,w,∗, where, by Lemma 3.7, this is an iterated fibration of the Picard v-groupoids

P(Lie(U b,w)α,b
Lb
[1])→ ∗ for all roots α occurring in Lie(U b,w). In particular,

Bun
b
Lb

P b,w,∗
∼= Xn,

where Xn → · · · → X1 → ∗ is a sequence of fibrations fi : Xi → Xi−1 in the spaces
P(Lie(U b,w)αi,bLb

[1]), where α1, . . . , αn are the roots occurring in Lie(U b,w). We set Y0 =

∗ and inductively on i, define Yi to be f−1
i (Yi−1) if ⟨αi, bLb⟩ ≤ 0 and the closed subspace

of f−1
i (Yi−1) that projects to the 0-section in P(Lie(U b,w)αi,bLb

[1]) if ⟨αi, bLb⟩ > 0. Then

the closed subspace Yn ↪→ Xn
∼= Bun

b
Lb

P b,w,∗ identifies with Bun
b
Lb ,b

P b,w,∗.

It follows that Bun
b
Lb ,b

P b,w
∼= [∗/G̃w] is a classifying stack attached to a group diamond

G̃w. The group diamond G̃w is an iterated fibration of H0(Lie(U b,w)α,b
Lb
) over Gb(F ), for

α a root occurring in U b,w such that ⟨α, bLb⟩ ≤ 0. We get an induced map of classifying

stacks [∗/G̃w] → [∗/G̃b] that will be induced by a natural inclusion of group diamonds

G̃w ↪→ G̃b. We write G̃w for the quotient stack of G̃b by G̃w. In light of the isomorphism
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Bun
b
Lb

P b,−
∼= [∗/G̃b], as in the proof of Proposition 3.15, we can write G̃b as an iterated

fibration of H0(Lie(U b,−)α,b
Lb
) for all roots α occurring in Lie(U b,−) over Gb(F ). It

follows that G̃w is an iterated fibration of H0(Lie(U b,−)α,b
Lb
) for all negative roots α < 0

such that w−1(α) < 0. This sits in a Cartesian diagram

G̃w ∗

[
∗/G̃w

] [
∗/G̃b

]
.

p̃

p

We claim we can now reduce to the following.

Lemma 4.28. The compactly supported cohomology of G̃w is isomorphic to δ
−1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
⊗

δ
−1/2
b [−2(⟨ξP b , νb⟩−⟨ξwP b , νb⟩)] as a Gb(F )-representation, where ξ

w
P b is the sum of positive

roots α > 0 occurring in Lie(Ub) such that w−1(α) < 0.

We note that we have a chain of equalities: dP b,w,b
Lb

= ⟨ξP b,w , bLb⟩ = ⟨ξP b,w , νb
Lb
⟩ =

⟨ξP b,w , νb⟩, by definition of bLb . Since νb is dominant and P b is a standard parabolic, we
see that this is equal to

⟨ξP b , νb⟩ − 2⟨ξwP b , νb⟩.

We deduce the following chain of isomorphisms:

p!q
∗(A⊗ δ1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
)[dP b,w,b

Lb
] ∼= p!q

∗(A⊗ δ1/2
P b,w,b

Lb
)[⟨ξP b , νb⟩ − 2⟨ξwP b , νb⟩]

∼= p!p
∗(A⊗ δ1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
)[⟨ξP b , νb⟩ − 2⟨ξwP b , νb⟩]

∼= A⊗ δ1/2
P b,w,b

Lb
⊗ p!(Λ)[⟨ξP b , νb⟩ − 2⟨ξwP b , νb⟩]

∼= A⊗ δ1/2
P b,w,b

Lb
⊗ δ−1/2

b ⊗ δ−1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
[−⟨ξP b , νb⟩]

∼= A⊗ δ−1/2
b [−⟨ξP b , νb⟩].

For the second isomorphism, we have used that q can be identified with the composition
pb ◦ p, where pb : [∗/G̃b] → [∗/Gb(F )] is the natural map. For the third isomorphism,
we have used projection formula. We have used Lemma 4.28 in the fourth isomorphism.
We now note that −⟨ξP b , νb⟩ = −⟨2ρG, νb⟩, by virtue of the fact that P b is a standard
parabolic and that νb pairs trivially with all roots of G lying in its centralizer Lb. This
shows the desired claim.

Proof of Lemma 4.28. Let g := Lie(G). Note that δb identifies with the modulus char-
acter of P b transferred to (Lb)b

Lb
along the inner twisting, since the group is quasi-split.

Therefore, we have that δ
−1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
⊗δ−1/2

b is the unique rational cocharacter of Gb(F ) such

that, for t ∈ AGb
(F ), we obtain that

δ
−1/2

P b,w,b
Lb
⊗ δ−1/2

b (t) =
∏
α>0

w−1(α)>0

|det(t|gα)|−1,
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as in the equality ξP b + ξP b,w = 2(ξP − ξwPb
) or alternatively

∏
α<0

w−1(α)<0
|det(t|gα)|. We

also note that
⟨ξP b , νb⟩ − ⟨ξwP b , νb⟩ =

∑
α>0

w−1(α)>0

⟨α, νb⟩.

The claim now follows from the previous description of G̃w as an iterated fibration of the
Banach–Colmez spacesH0(Lie(U b,−)α,b

Lb
) for negative roots α < 0 such that w−1(α) < 0,

by arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.9.
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